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ABOUT THE IPTS REPORT 
;-7·1 he IPTS &pm1. lmu1ched 111 Decem her I 'J'J5 011 tbe IHJUest and ltlzder the az1sp1ces ol the 
CommlsSimlerj(H- Sczence. Resectrch awl Del'elupmeJit, J:(lzth Cresson. has 11011' completed 1/s p1lut 
phase \r'l1a/ seemed lzl.?e a dazm1111g challenge 111 late 1995. appears 11011' 111 retro.,pect tls t1 cmc1al 
i{tlfmlllser u{!PTS ellel;l.(les awf s/.?11!s 
77w R£pmt has puhlzshed mt1des 111 t1 11umher uf aretls. l.?eep111g t1 rough ha!mzce amm1g them and 
e.xplulllllp, lllferdlsczplnwrif)' as much as poss1hle A.111de., are deemed prospectu'e/)• relemnt' 1{ tiny 
e.xplure 1swes 11'h1ch ore ellher 1101 yet u11 the puhcrmakf'r:, t~,r.;e11da !hut due to he there suu11er or later). 
or ctspect' u{z.,sues 11'h1ch although 011 the age11dt1 the1r 1111/Jultmlce has 110/ heel/ fzillv apprecuttf'd 
77n• thorough dmfl/1/,f!, t111d redmfinzg proces.\, hased 011 cullflllllOIIS 111/emctll'e cunsu!tatzon u•lfh our 
cul!ahomtlllg netu·url.? <!/IIISflflltes. 11'h1ch 11'/ll progressu·f'i)' hecome e1•en more llll'oil·ed 111 thf' process. 
gumYtllfef's <Jllclflf)' control 
The first. ({}/{/ pusslhi)' most .\lglllficant, llldzwtor <!l success IS that the Repo11 IS helll,r.; read J.,sue ()() 
I Decem her I 'J'J'l i - u{ll'lnch li!OO cup1es ll'ere prillfed 111 ll'hat seemed tu lie m1 opiiiiiiSflc pruwctwn at thf' 
tune- has hecumect collector\ ztem S111ce then czrcu!atwn has nsen tu 1>01!0 Requestsj(JI'suhscnptums hm·e 
cull!(' not on!)' fiwn all m•er h'urope hut af.,u fiwn the [:'··Japan. A.ustmlza. LLt/111 Amenca, ;V A.ji7ut. etc 
77Je posltll'f' cmnments our e!Jints hm·e r<'U'Il'ed hm•e heel/ h1gh/J• gmt!f.i'lll,f.; a11d the cui/Strltctu·e mu/ 
e11gag1ng cn/ICIS/11 <!lour readership has jimnf'd p({lt ol the !JII,f!,Uing proce.,;,· <!{1mpnweme111 7be 
cummellf,· ll'e hm·e receu·ed mnge fiwn the 111/(mnal. fin·nwl ummllllllcatuJIIS 1111 paper or electrmuc 
fimnJ. mu/ t1/su lllclude the result <!fa Re{ldf'r Sun•er comm~;;qul/ed hr !PIS 
Readers' d1rect £'11!',(1,f.;L'IIIellt 11'1/h the UJII/ent of the repmt:, mt1cles has led us tu llldltdf' a Letters-to-thf'-
Edllur sectum, 1l'lnch stmted 111 the]une 1ssue 
Thf' ns111,({ esff'e/1/lllll'lnch thf' puhlzulfwiiiS beld IS also maklll,f.; 11 IIICII'OSIII,!;I)• attractu•e j(JI'clllthors fi-mn 
outsulf' thf' Comnussum \\e hal'e alreadr puhlzshf'd cullfnlilltlmls h)' a11thun· ji·um s11ch reJzou·ned 
IIISflflllums such as the Tfl/0 111 Hull mid. the \ 7)! 111 Gf'rllltlll)'. the ESEA. 111 !tal)'. the Counul <!l Strategic 
a11d flllenwtwnal Studzes 111 the [ 1S. etc 
1J1e Rep0111s produced snmt!tmzeouslr 111 fiJllr la11gzwges I Hnglzsh. Fre11ch. Germmz and Spmush I. h)' the 
IPTS tu tlwse o11e col/Id add the ltalum fmllslatuml'Ohllzfeered h)' EXf:A. !yet another szgn o{the R£po11:' 
nzonzs1ng l'ISimhtrl 77JC'fact that 1t zs nut on/)' amzla/Jie 111 sel'emlltnzgwzges. hut also largelr pnpared 
mu/ produced o11 the /Jztf'nzet', rnwld \\"zde H'eh. makes 11 tflute m1 IIIICIJ/1111/0JI ullde~1al.?111g 
\\'£' 11'111 Collfllllte to stm•e to 111eet the f'.\1Je({ci/IOJIS ul our l'£'1)' du•e1:'e l!'aderslnp. tu al'nul the tmps ol 
m ·erslmPI!fiuztum. f'IIC)'Ciup{ledlc IH'Iellc,· or the IJwccesq!Jifzfl' u{auulemn Jollnw/s The !.?e)' IS tu rem nul 
huth ourseh·es and our readel''· that u•e cmmot he all thmgs tu all people. that 11 IS 1111pm1m1t to can•e out 
our niche awl keep 011 explon11g a11d e.\plolflllf, 11. hopm,r.; tu illumnwte topics u11der a nell'. lt'l'ealzng 
lzght .. fin· the hellf'fit ol the rmdeJS. tu preparf' tbf'm tu lllmlllge the challengf's uhead 
, . . . . 
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J> r c / £l c ,, 
I n t!JL;I i1,1ue 4 The IPTS Report, I (eel it,;, important to dra!l' your attentt~m to the formal prop11.1al for the 5th Framework Pn~qrammt: prt:.~entt:d to tht: 
European Council and Parlianwzt 6y the Comnu:I,IL~I/1. 
Tht: current politiml ,1ituation forct:,l w to rdhink commwzity rt:,lmrch polt~·y. Tht: 
e<<:iAin.lJ Franuu•ork Pn~qrammt: only partt~zlly mt:dd ,1octi:ty :1 nad,1, partimlarly 
.lJil'en it,1 complt:x dt:cilt~m-makin.lJ ,1tructurt:. Tht;l ,;1 ()ut: to tl.wafadtl/',1 in particular: 
the requirement that it ,latt4'ie,l at the ,1amt: timt: the critat~l t!f wuvzimity amon.lJ 
,1fmz6a Stated and co-decilt~m with tht: Europmn Parliammt; the burr)en 4 an 
t:<Yct:,ldiPt: number t!{ control and appnwal proct:durec~, which hinda rapid reactt~lll to 
unt:;rpt:cted ,1ituatt~111.1 ({or e<Yamplt:, the ~1/ad Cow' tlt:lctMe ca,1c) and tht: e<wt:,l,liPe 
llllmber t!{pro.qrmwnt:,l and committee,!. 
Thi1 ,1tate 4 4l'air,l nuut bt: ,Id to right.1. Thefi1~1t mea.1ure to take,;,, in my l'it:w, to 
introduce the principlt: of adoptiny the Framt:work Pn~qramme upon a qwzl~/ed 
ma;~wity Pote on tht: occa,lt~lll of' the lntn:qtwemmental Con(aence (!GC). 
Preparatt~J/l t!t' the 5th Framework Pro.qramme ha,1 drawn upon, amon.lJ otht:r thin.lJ,I, 
the rt:.~mrch-indwtry ftz,1k .krct:,l that I launcht:d wit/.? Conu:1,1iona,1 ,Jfartin 
Ban,qmuum and Neil Kinnock. T/.?e t(Jea t/.?at it ,;1 worth makin.lJ t/.?e Commi1c~ton 
de!via,l, rt:.~earchn~1, indwtn~z/i1t,1 and wer.1 t/.?ink and (h>cu,l,l matta,1 to.qetba /.?a,1 
.lJmdua/~v cau,qbt on. T/.?t;, ref/ectt~lll proct:,l,l make.1 it po.1,1il,le to better co-orrhnatt: 
rt:,lmrch actir>itie,l related to tbt: ,1ame .1ul,jt:ct .1pread out twer d~f{erent pn~qramme,l, 
Tht: e.<:perience /.?a,1 prmw) ptMitiPe, and tl.?t> ll'il! bt: del'elopa) in t/.?e ne;rt framework 
pn~qramme under tht: name 4 'key actt~J/1,1: T/.?e,1e kt:y actt~l/l,l will bar>e to find t/.?eir 
place in tbt: reJuca) context 4 the Comnu:1,1tim ;, pro;ect to rt:duce the numl,er 4 
,lpt:c~/t.~: pm,qrammt:,l to ,1ix. 
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On the one hand, three thematic pn~qramme,1, corre,lflti!UJin.iJ to the main re,1earch area,1: 
lil'tii!J re,1ource,1 and the eco.•y,,tem re,,ource,,, i1!(ormatt~1n ,1ociety and ,1upportin.IJ competitt.l'e 
and la.•tiny_qrowt/.1; 
and 011 t/.1e otho; tl.wee 'hori::onta!'prt~iJramme.~, corre.•pondin.IJ to the_f;JIIowin.IJ thematic 
pn~qramme,1: iwuwatt~m and parlictihztt~m hy S1lfE,, ,1upporl for human potential .f;w 
re,1earch and internat1~1nal co-operation. 
The el'idence ,•u.iJpe,lt,, that the 5th Framework Pn~qramme cawwt he .•imply a continuatt~m 
of it,, predece,I,IOr.l. In an el'er}a.•ter chan.qin_q wor/r) the pure and .1imple e.-1.'/en,IL~m t!{ the 
pa.1t can only lead to re_qre,1,11~111. A new approach 1;1 needed. Tht;, t;, the Ol'emll direclt~Jn 4 
the propo.1al made hy the Comnu:1.1t~lll, at the drall'tii.IJ to a cltMe o{ the con.1ultat1~111 proce.1.1 
im•oiPin.iJ all the actor,• concerned. 
The content of the ne.YI Fmmell'ork Pn~qmmme t;, e,,,•enttizlly an e.Ypre,,,,[on t!{ a collectil'e 
point 4 l'tew; LJfemher State,,, the European Parltizment, the eJ>aluatt~m panel o/ the -lth 
Framework Pn~qramme, chaired hy Etienne Dal'i!lnon, and lllll/lerou,, {1/:qani::att~nl.l, hoth 
European and nalumal, htm: all ha1i their,,ay. 
Throuph the 5th Framework Prt~qranune, the CommL:I,IUIII ;, ah.1olute awz t;, to place 
European re,1earch on a nell' track. The re,,earch polit·y that we wi.1h to promote i.1 that t!l 
ac!L~IIl adapted to a rapidly-chanyin.tJ world, a new conte.Yt t!/' competition and a ,1ociety 
which demand.1 ePer more from Nience tlll() leclmolt~lJY· 
• • • • • 
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4 Editorial 
Environment 
5 The Significance of Environmental Technology for Economically and 
Ecologically sustainable Development 
The effect of enVIronmental pol1cy on economiC performance IS complicated by the fact that 
environmental technology, particularly ot the end-of-p1pe vanety, has become a burgeonmg 
mdustry. Nevertheless, the efiect of integrated technolog1es, wh1ch offer better prospects for 
sustainability, is less direct and harder to quant1fy. 
Information and communication Technology 
12 
20 
Electronic Access to Public Information: Government on-line 
The potential to offer 1mproved serv1ces at lower cost IS encouragmg many governments to 
go 'on-lme'. However, th1s step needs to be cons1dered w1thm the context of equal access for 
all c1t1zens, and secunty and confidence criteria. Moreover, the 1nteract1v1ty ofiered by 
electronic access may make 1t the 1deal opportun1ty to rethmk pos1t1ons on mformat1on 
access and transparency. 
The Web of Babel? 
Although current growth 1n the World-W1de Web has sh1fted away from the Engl1sh speak1ng 
world the Engl1sh language still dominates mformat1on available on 1t. Ach1ev1ng the Web's 
potential as a global market place for SME's depends to some extent on lmgu1st1C d1vers1ty 
be1ng handled appropnately. Th1s could Involve both settmg multil1ngual1ty standards and 
looking again at the machme translation options available. 
Industrial competitiveness 
28 Decision support systems in the service of policy makers 
The orthodox theory upon wh1ch many dec1s1on support systems are based attempts to fmd a 
smgle best solution by el1minat1ng critena. However, mult1-cr1tena systems ofier advantages 
where confl1ctmg Interests have to be considered. Moreover, research mto companng 1mprec1se 
mformal!On and factormg 1n the po1nts of v1ew of different stake-holders and the1r Interactions 
has made 1t poss1ble to come closer to the complex1ty of real world problems. 
Regional Development 
36 EU and the Mediterranean Region: a Future Dilemma? 
The creat1on of supra-nat1onal tradmg blocks, such as the Euro-Mediterranean Free Trade Area, 
free1ng up movement of people, cap1tal and technology, is seen as an ant1dote to some of the 
negat1ve effects of market globalization. However, such blocks often cross reg1ons w1th very 
great soc1o-econom1c vanat1ons, and the effect of th1s needs to be cons1dered. 
The iPTS Report 
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EDITORIAL 
T he f1rst paper 111 th1s 1ssue exam1nes two aspects of the environmental po\1cy problem. F1rst 11 presents ev1dence in favour of the pos1t1on cla1ming that the 
1mpact of environmental regulation on the 
economy and, more spec1f1cally, employment IS 
pos1t1ve. Then 1t goes on to suggests that 111 both 
environmental as well as in economic terms a 
sh1ft from end-of-pipe to Integrated 
enwonmental technologies would be benefiCial. 
Clos1ng the loop, it is precisely econom1c 
poi1C1es/mstruments, it is argued, that block or 
foster such a change of emphasis. 
The second art1cle argues that mformat1on 
technology allow'i government to communicate 
more effect1ve\y and more etf1c1ently w1th Citizens, 
making publ1c information more easily available 
and offer1 ng improvements 1 n mternal 
admm1strat1on commun1cat1on The key to the 
successful adopt1on/1mplementat1on of such 
methods will be the preparation of co-ordmated 
approaches by pol1cymakers, 111 order to make 
available a large vanety of delivery mechan1oms, to 
1mprove acceosibility, and to guarantee secunty ot 
mformat1on. 
The following art1cle focuses on the World 
Wide Web !WWW) and the commercial 
opportunities 11 presents. it argues that although 
the WWW l'i grow1ng faster 1n the non-Engllsh-
speaking world than in Engl1sh-speaking 
countries, the content 111 the WWW IS still 
overwhelmingly 111 Engl1sh. European SMEs 
cannot exploit the full potent1al of the WWW 
smce often ne1ther they, nor the1r customers, can 
communicate 1n Engl1sh. The eXIStence/promotion 
of multilmgual standards for the WWW, and 
research on practical, spec1f1c scope vers1ons of 
mach1ne translation could afford European SMEs 
N o 1 4 May 1997 
a larger potent1al market, aside from the more 
obv1ous benef1c1al Impacts in terms of 
cultural/lmguistic diversity. 
The fourth art1cle takes 1ts cue from an art1cle 
published recently 1n the IPTS Report on 
dec1sion support systems. it focuses on an 
approach favouring multlcrlteria analys1s instead 
of oingle-mtenon opt1m1sation. This approach, 1t 
IS argued land examples are furnished), IS more 
appropnate for fuzz1er, less clean declsion-
makmg Instances - wh1ch would describe many 
of the real l1fe problems faced by policymakers). 
Instead of aimmg at presentmg the best solution 
the approach presented 111 the art1cle allows a 
ncher set of possible outcomes 1n various 
ordenngs depending on selected preferences (or 
actor participating in the deus1on formulation 
process). The approach, 1t 1s argued, facilitates 
coalition and consensus build1ng, as well as 
ult1mately also confl1ct resolution. 
The fmal art1cle looks at the Mediterranean 
reg1on and its development and trade patterns. it 
argues that the differences between the EU and the 
Med1tenanean l1ttora\ may jeopardize the success 
ot the Institutions be1ng ueated (such as the Euro-
Medlterranean Free Trade Area to be completed by 
20101. it 1s argued that in the absence of successful 
technology transfers and appropnate red1stnbut1ve 
mechanisms w1th1n less developed countnes, the 
d1sp\acements suftered by large parts of the 
population 1n these countnes may result 1n 
destabi11zat1on and further m1gratory pressures, 
part1cularly when the largest employer - 1.e. 
agriculture - IS exposed to compet1t1on by more 
efficient producers la pattern wh1ch has already 
become evident 111 recent years). it 1s suggested that 
appropnate technology transfer could al\ev1ate 
such preo.,ures 
• • • • • 
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The Significance of Environmental 
Technology for Economically and 
Ecologically sustainable 
Development 
Re1nhard Coenen and S1gr1d Klein-VIelhauer 
Issue: The overall impact of environmental policy on employment and the economy as a 
whole is under discussion. Evidence seems to suggest a small positive net impact. The 
overall environmental and economic impact depends on whether end-of-pipe or 
integrated environmental technologies are used. 
Relevance: The impact of environmental policy on the environment and the economy 
depends on the kind of approach adopted and/or promoted, in a spectrum ranging from 
end-of-pipe to integrated environmental technology. 
Introduction Environmental and Economic Benefits 
of Environmental Policy 
and econom1c development two bas1c Throughout Europe and for other industnal In the current debate on environmental pol1cy pos1!1ons can be differentiated. They can be countnes of the Western World more emp1ncal roughly charactenzed as follows: ev1dence exists in support of pos1t1on I. In many 
• Pos1t1on cla1ms that a demanding mdustnal countnes success was ach1eved 
enwonmental policy does not only lead to throughout the 80s and 90s 1n combat1ng vanous 
environmental Improvements, but can also 
have very favourable economic effects by 
creatmg new jobs and developmg new markets 
for environmental technologies. Therefore 11 is 
argued that a demanding environmental pol1cy 
can be combined successfully w1th economic 
and employment pol1c1es 
• Pos1t1on 11 cla1ms that taking the lead in 
environmental policy can endanger a country's 
economy because the Implementation of higher 
environmental standards compared to other 
countnes would raise compliance costs and 
overall product1on costs and thus weaken 
international economic competitiveness . 
. -• ... 
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enwonmental problems by the use of technology. 
Th1s applied most notably - although to varying 
degrees - to the reduction of mass pollutants S02, 
NOx and dust, the Improvement of the quality of 
surface water, the reduction of the volume of waste 
and 1ts more environmentally friendly 
management. At the same t1me 11 can be observed 
throughout Europe that enwonmental pol1cy has 
not necessarily had a negat1ve econom1c 1mpact 
Enwonmental protect1on has created additional 
employment. Accord1ng to a recent study of four 
lead1ng German Econom1c Research Institutes 
iSprenger) employment 1nduced by enwonmental 
policy 1n Germany amounts to nearly one m1ll1on 
jobs in 1994 However, in relation to total 
The IPTS Report 
Opinions on 
environmental policy 
are divided between 
those who believe that 
1t creates employment 
by opening up new 
markets. and those 
who bel1eve it reduces 
employment as 1t 
places an extra burden 
on companies 
The IPTS Report 
In Europe the evidence 
suggests that 
environmental policy 
has generally been 
beneficial to 
economies 
There 1s evidence that 
1n Europe displacement 
effects do not 
outwe1gh the benef1ts 
to employment 
Forecasts for the 
volume of the 
environmental 
technologies market 
vary greatly, depending 
which technologies are 
Included in the 
calculations 
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employment the environmental mduced stud1es on the lmk between environmental 
employment 1~ fa1rly small. Accordmg to OECD expenditures and employment suggest that net 
estimates, it stands at around 1-2 percent on employment effects are pos1t1ve, but that the 
average, and 1s as high as 3 percent 1n the US 
(OECD). These f1gures Include employment in the 
publ1c sector; environment mdustry employment 1s 
1n all countries below 1 per cent of total 
employment (see Table 1 ). 
Furthermore one has to take mto account, the 
fact that such figures represent gross effects, 1e. it 
cannot be ruled out that displacement effects have 
taken place. Such displacement effects can be 
caused by many factors, eg. by losses of economic 
compet1t1veness due to higher compliance costs 1n 
certam industnal branches, by postponement of 
investments to Increase capac1t1es or by m1grat1on 
of mdustr1es with h1gh compliance costs to 
countnes with lower environmental standards. 
However, there 1s some empincal ev1dence 
throughout Europe that displacement effects do not 
l1nkage IS fa1rly weak. lt IS poss1ble that negat1ve 
employment eftects may mcrease 1n the case where 
a country Implements much more demanding 
environmental protection requirements than those 
1n competing countnes. 
Employment effects also depend on the extent to 
wh1ch a country succeeds 1n gaining additional 
market shares on the world market for 
environmental technologies. Forecasts for the 
volume of th1s market are very optimistic, however 
they differ considerably because of different 
def1n1t1ons of the enwonmental industry. Some 
forecasts only mclude end-of-p1pe technologies and 
clean-up serv1ces, whereas other forecasts include 
in add1t1on energy-sav1ng technologies, renewable 
energ1es etc. Therefore forecasts md1cate a range 
between 300 billion US dollars up to 580 billion US 
outwe1gh the positive employment effects dollars for the world market 1n 2000 compared to 
Accord1ng to the OECD, most macro-economic 200-255 bill1on US dollars in 1990. 
Table 1. Environment industry employment. 1992 
EMPLOYMENT SHARE OF TOTAL 
lTHOUSANDSl' EMPLOYMENT 
lPERCENTl 
United States 1070.0 <:0.91 
Canada 65.0 . 0.53 
Japan 580.0 . 0.90· 
France 110.0 0.49 
Germany 1-71.5 '0.48.' 
Italy 12.7 0.06 
Netherlands 24.4 .. 0.37 
Finland 15.0 0.69 
Norway 4.2 ~ ' 0;,2t . -
Switzerland 15.6 . 0.45 
Australia u.o·.:· ' ~·- ,.. : "~\.:fo::f4:·· ,. ,. 
1) Employment values relate to different years (1990, 1992, 1993), and are based on widely differing 
national definitions, usually covering only part of the industry. 
Source OECD, 1996 
••••• 
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lnvanably south-east ASia, East and Central avoiding emissions and wastes by reduc1ng the 
Europe and Latin Amenca are seen as the most energy and material flows 1n production and 
promismg markets, although the growth of the consumpt1on processes. Th1s approach 1s so-called 
markets in the latter two reg1ons will depend on the integrated environmental technology, wh1ch from 
economic development m these regions. Leadmg 
competitors, on the world market for environmental 
products and services are the US with a market 
share m international trade of 19%, Germany 
18,5%, japan 13% but also other European 
countnes have reached comparatively strong 
pos1t1ons on this market. lt has to be expected that 
the competition in this market will become tougher, 
as several countnes have implemented deliberate 
polic1es to strengthen their position on th1s market, 
especially the US, japan, and South Korea. 
End·of-pipe technologies and 
integrated environmental technologies 
The employment effects and the markets for 
environmental technology and services discussed 
so far are largely based on end-of-pipe 
technologies and clean-up technologies and 
serv1ces. However, these technologies which I 
would l1ke to describe as conventional 
environmental technologies are rap1dly commg to 
their limits. Moreover end-of-p1pe technologies are 
often connected with the shifting of environmental 
problems from one environmental medium to 
another, eg. the appl1cat1on of control technologies 
for so2 or dust or waste water purification 
technologies leads to the creation of solid waste 
the very outset reduces emiSSions and the volume of 
waste by reducmg the use of energy and other 
resources in manufactunng processes and products. 
The difference between end-of-p1pe technology 
and Integrated environmental technology can be 
descnbed as follows: 
End-of-pipe technologies can be characterized 
as an engineering approach by which spec1al 
devices or installations are added to ex1st1ng 
production processes m order to transform raw 
em1ss1ons into other substances which are eas1er 
to handle or to control. lt IS very important to 
stress firstly that raw emiss1ons are not reduced 
but only transformed by end-of-p1pe technologies 
and secondly that the production processes and 
properties of products remain essentially 
unchanged when us1ng end-of-pipe devices. 
Therefore 1t IS fa1rly easy for compan1es to comply 
w1th new environmental requirements by using 
end-of-pipe technolog1es. 
On the other hand, mtegrated environmental 
technologies are characterized by an engineering 
approach in wh1ch the raw emiss1ons are 
reduced. However 1t IS d1ff1cult to find a s1mple 
defm1t1on, although one can characterize 
integrated environmental technologies by 
and thus to waste management problems. different attnbutes, such as. 
Furthermore end-of-pipe technologies do not offer • reduced input of energy and materials m 
economically JUStifiable solutions for such urgent production processes and products 
environmental problems as global warming and the • process integrated recycling of materials, water; 
depletion of the ozone layer. use of waste heat 
• replacement of hazardous substances by other, 
Therefore, a more ecologically sustainable more environmentally sound substances 
development requ1res a change of paradigm m the • consideration of the entire life-cycle of products 
engineering approach to enwonmental protection, in the engineenng process 
1e. from an em1ssion-onented or end-of-pipe • more durable and easily repairable products and 
approach to a source-oriented approach, directed at 
. . . .. . 
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Estimated employment 
benefits are mostly a 
result of end-of-pipe 
technologies. although 
a sustainable approach 
requires a sh1ft from 
end-of-pipe to source-
oriented approaches 
End-of-pipe 
technologies use 
special devices or 
installations which are 
added to existing 
production processes 
to transform raw 
emissions into other 
substances which are 
easier to handle 
Integrated 
environmental 
technologies are 
characterized by an 
engineering approach 
in which the raw 
emissions are reduced 
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Integrated 
environmental 
technology usually has 
lower production costs 
due to lower 
consumption of energy 
and resources. whereas 
end-of-pipe 
technologies tend to 
increase production 
costs 
Despite the advantages 
of integrated 
environmental 
technologies end-of-
pipe technologies still 
dominate 
enVIronmental 
protection 
Environmental and economic efficiency 
of environmental technologies 
it can be shown that mtegrated environmental 
technology has both economic and ecological 
advantages compared to end-of-pipe technologies 
(see Table 2). From the ecological pomt of v1ew, the 
use of resources is reduced and w1th them, the raw 
emissions, not only at the stage of manufacturing, but 
at the precedmg stages of resource extraction and 
refining whereas more resources and energy are 
needed 1n the case of end-of-p1pe technologies to 
operate the additional emission control devices; the 
problem of shifting of enVIronmental problems from 
one medium to another IS reduced, too. Integrated 
environmental technology also offers solutions 
where end-of-pipe technology fails, eg. in the 
reduction of greenhouse gas emissions. From the 
economic point of view, Integrated environmental 
technology usually has lower production costs due to 
N o 1 4 May 1997 
lower consumption of energy and resources, while 
end-of-p1pe technologies tend to increase production 
costs through operation costs for end-of-p1pe devices 
without any increase in the volume of produclion. 
The application of integrated environmental 
technology is connected w1th an improvement of the 
ecological and resource efficiency and can also lead 
to an Increase 1n overall productivity. 
Against the background of these principal 
environmental and economic advantages of 
integrated enVIronmental technologies, one has to 
raise the queslion why the use of end-of-pipe 
technolog1es still dominates 1n environmental 
protection. In Germany for mstance, 80% of all 
mvestment expenditure goes into end-of-pipe 
installalions; however, th1s f1gure may be 
somewhat misleadmg because it is difficult to 
separate the 1 nvestment costs for Integrated 
environmental technologies from the total 
Table 2. Environment and Economic Efficiency of Environmental Technology 
ENVIROMENTAL EFFICIENCY 
End-of-pipe technology Integrated environmental 
technology 
- shifts of environmental problems from one - lower input of energy and materials 
environmental medium to another associated also with lower environmental 
- increased input of energy and materials to 
operate the additional End-of-pipe 
installations 
- no or low potentials for mitigating some 
urgent environmental problems 
(Greenhouse-effect, depletion of the ozone 
layer) 
ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY 
pollution on proceeding stages of production 
processes 
- raw emissions are reduced 
- potentials to mitigate environmental 
problems which cannot be tackled with End-
of-pipe technologies (Greenhouse-effect, 
depletion of the ozone layer) 
End-of-pipe technology Integrated environmental 
technology 
- additional capital and operating costs for the - reduced costs for energy or materials because 
End-of-pipe installations without increasing of higher energy and material efficiency 
the production output 
- reductiOn of total productivity - increase in total productivity 
• • • • • 
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investment costs. Therefore mvestment in 
integrated environmental technologies may be 
being underestimated in official statistics. 
Barriers to the use of integrated 
environmental technologies 
But nevertheless the fact is that end-of-pipe 
technologies still dominate in current 
environmental protection because the increased 
use of integrated environmental technology is 
faced with barriers to innovation and investment 
in most Western countries. Most important among 
these are the following: 
• the dominance of very inflexible command 
and control regulations in most 1ndustnalized 
countries as instruments of environmental 
pol1cy, whose standards are oriented toward 
the performance standards of end-of-pipe 
technologies, 
• higher investment costs compared to end-of-
pipe technologies 
• so-called sunk costs in the case that the entire 
plant or considerable parts have to be shut 
• more flexibility is g1ven for companies in 
complying With new environmental 
requirements 
• economic incentives are offered to Implement 
technological solutions which are superior to 
end-of-p1pe technologies and 
• guidance for entrepreneurial plannmg is given 
through long-term enwonmental goals and 
norms. 
The following measures seem to be 
appropriate in this respect: 
F1rstly, the Introduction of long-term 
environmental planning can be essential for an 
increased use of integrated environmental 
technology because it ensures long-term 
planning security. We bel1eve that the Dutch 
National Environmental Policy Plan is a good 
example of long-term environmental planning 
with concrete long and middle-term quantified 
environmental goals and specific time frames. 
Other EU member states like Austria, Denmark 
and Sweden have also mtroduced long-term 
down prematurely if a company wants to meet environmental planning. 
new environmental requirements with 
integrated environmental technologies 
• h1gher transaction costs, operational risks in 
the application of new manufacturing 
processes based on integrated environmental 
technologies, new know-how, not available 
from the staff of the company may be 
needed 
• low certainty of planning for companies due to 
a lack of long-term planning 1n enwonmental 
policy. 
Measures and Instruments of 
environmental policy 
In order to overcome these barriers and to 
Secondly, flexibilization and dynamization of 
command and control regulation, together with 
the additional introduction of economic 
incentives can be favourable for integrated 
environmental technology. Examples are for 
instance the early announcement of· the 
introduction of new or stricter environmental 
standards, or licensing procedures which take 
into account overall environmental efficiency 
and resource eff1ciency and not only emissions 
like the planned EU guideline on Integrated 
Pollution Prevention and Control (IPC). In order 
to set economic incentives the introduction of 
emission charges or em1ss1on trading for 
em1ssions which are allowed under current 
promote the diffusion of integrated technologies it emission limitation standards could be 
is essential to shape enwonmental policies so that complementary measures. 
• • • • • 
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and control regulations 
in most industrialized 
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of-pipe technologies 
The introduction of 
long-term 
environmental planning 
can be essential for an 
increased use of 
integrated 
environmental 
technology as it 
ensures long-term 
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Flexible financial 
Instruments such as 
eco-taxes offer 
incentives to 
companies to realize 
advanced 
environmental 
technology solutions 
Eco-auditing and eco-
labelling can promote 
the diffusion of 
integrated 
environmental 
technologies as they 
improve a company's 
understanding of its 
environmental impact 
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Thirdly, the use of integrated environmental denitrificatton Installations or cars w1th catalysts 
technology could be 1n general increased by the also in the case that future fossil fuel plants or cars 
introduction of econom1c instruments, such as may be much more energy eff1c1ent than today. 
eco taxes, mput or emiSSion charges, and 
emiss1on trading, because they offer flex1bil1ty and 
economic mcentives for companies to real1ze 
advanced environmental technologies solutions. 
Fourthly, voluntary agreements and commitments 
of 1ndustnes as another Instrument can favour 
integrated environmental technolog1es, because 
they offer the largest flexibd 1ty poss1 ble for 
compan1es to Implement enVIronmentally sound 
technical solutions 1n fulfill1ng environmental goals. 
However stnngent control procedures are essential 
for the efficiency of this type of instrument. 
Last but not least, such instruments as eco-
audltmg and eco-labelling can promote the 
d1ffus1on of Integrated environmental technologies 
as they improve a company's understanding of the 
environmental effects of 1ts processes and 
products and of the possibilities to improve 1ts 
environmental performance. 
concluding remarks 
lt is qu1te obv1ous, that the broad d1ffus1on of 
mtegrated environmental technology can 
contnbute to a more environmentally sustainable 
development, but what are 1ts economic Impacts? 
Firstly, the Increased diffusion of integrated 
environmental technologies may have 1n the long-
term negat1ve consequences for the conventional 
enwonmental1ndustry. But there will be always a 
market for end-of-pipe technologies and clean-up 
technologies, because end-of-p1pe technologies 
and integrated environmental technolog1es are 
not alternatives. There will be always em1ss1ons 
wh1ch have to be controlled and wastes wh1ch 
have to be treated; eg. one will always equip a 
fossil fuel power plant w1th desulphunzatton and 
Therefore 11 is still Important for countnes to 
further develop end-of-pipe technolog1es in order 
to secure competitiveness in th1s market. 
Secondly, end-of-pipe technologies may be 
attractive 1n the short-term because of 
employment effects, but in long-term 11 IS essential 
for countnes and companies to offer products and 
production processes w1th advanced, that is to say 
mtegrated, enwonmental technology, in order to 
ensure general competitiveness on the world 
markets. it is expected that 1n the future 
environmental performance of production 
processes and products may become an equally 
important factor for international competitiveness 
as prices and functional performance. 
Thirdly, the broad diffusion of Integrated 
environmental technologies may have negat1ve 
employment effects because of employment cut-
backs in the conventional enwonmental industry 
and 1n energy and material production 1ndustnes; 
however in order to ensure international 
competitiveness and to avo1d the loss of markets for 
other goods and thus employment-cutbacks 1n 
other Industries it is essent1al for a country to 
develop and to offer products and processes on the 
world market wh1ch mtegrate advanced 
environmental solutions. Whether the increased 
use of integrated technologies will lead to more 
employment will largely depend on the extent to 
which new markets for production processes and 
products with supenor environmental performance 
can be developed by a country's Industry. 
Fourthly, the promotion of the use of mtegrated 
environmental technologies is surely a very 
Important element of a strategy towards ecologically 
sustainable development, but calculations of the 
reductions of energy and resource use and of 
• • • • • 
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emissions needed to reach ecological sustamabrl1ty 
made by IT AS, the Wuppertallnstitute and the Dutch 
Sustainable Technology Development Programme 
(STD Programme) show that such gains in energy 
and resource efficiency are far beyond what seems 
environmental eff1c1ency of technologies w1th so-
called sufficiency pol1c1es wh1ch aim at chang1ng 
enwonmentally detnmental economic structures 
and l1fe-styles. 
technically poss1ble 1n the next fifty years. Therefore Strategies to reach sustainable development 
technological fixes, that 1s to say purely must combine pol1c1es to 1mprove enwonmental 
technological solutions to reach ecolog1cal eff1c1ency of technologies w1th so-called 
sustainability, cannot be expected This leads to the suff1c1ency pol1cies which a1m at changmg 
conclusion that strategies to reach sustainable environmentally detnmental economic structures 
development must combine pol1c1es to improve and life-styles. • 
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Electronic Access to Public 
Information: Government on-line 
Dr Puay Tang 
Issue: Effective use of information technology can result In cost savings for governments 
and taxpayers. This has formed a major catalyst for governments to adopt electronic 
delivery of information services, with the twin alms of improving Its internal 
administration so as to provide better information services to the public, and making 
public information widely available and accessible. Achieving these aims will reQuire a 
strategic and co-ordinated approach by policy makers, taking Into consideration 
different communities of users and categories of uses, and with an emphasis on ensuring 
that t!"lere is a wide variety of delivery mechanisms to disseminate public information. 
Relevance: Government can harness the vast range of information technology 
applications now available, enabling them to deliver public information widely, efficiently 
and Quickly. This has important conseQuences for improving information exchange 
between government and citizens, and thus for the democratic process. A full range of 
delivery mechanisms for public information will help to ensure that no one group of 
citizens is disadvantaged. 
Introduction: Electronic delivery of 
government Information services 
S everal governments have begun to harness 1nformat1on technology (IT) to (1) reorganize their internal administration so as to provide better information and more 
efficient services to citizens and businesses; and 
Several reasons underpin the move by 
governments to adopt electronic information 
services. Above all, most countries recognize that 
information provision, inter alia, is a core 
government activity and wide dissemination of 
public information can be readily enhanced by 
electronic means. At the same time, the 
uncomfortable but real need to cut administrative 
to (2) secure cost savings for the taxpayer costs as a result of f1scal pressures, reinforced by 
through improved delivery mechanisms. In 
particular, government agencies and 
departments, and intergovernmental bodies have 
begun to use the Internet on an increasmg basis 
for d1ssem1nation of a variety of public 
mformation, such as on legislative, policy and 
regulatory developments. Governments also 
have begun to use electronic services, such as for 
tax filings and procurement. 
an mtensif1ed demand for more responsive, 
productive and efficient, and less costly 
government, are spumng governments to review 
and reform their modus operandi. 
Furthermore, buttressed by the prevailing wisdom 
that the initial high cost of installing IT systems is 
offset by steadily improving cost-performance ratios 
and the increasing user-friendliness of these 
• • • • • 
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technologies, nat1onal adm1n1strat1ons are adoption of electron1c 1nformat1on serv1ces. 
accelerat1ng their adopt1on (Off1ce of Technology Importantly, these goals should include not only 
Assessment 1993).1 Governments also realize that defining what is be1ng del1vered but why 1t 1s 
use of electronic rnformation del1very provides an being delivered to the publ1c. The defin1t1on of 
important means of fostering the development of the 
'information superh1ghway'. 
These factors have formed the main impetus 
toward the public adoption of IT applications for 
public information services. Government White and 
Green Papers, blueprints and reports present 
'visions' of the Information Society, of which an 
Integral component comprrses governments 'go1ng 
online.'2 With specific regard to the public use of 
electroniC delivery, the US Government, in 1993, 
presented its seminal 1dea of 'reinventrng 
these objectives involves identification and 
consistent promotion of a coherent information 
agenda within government-wide management 
initiatives which recognises that the transition to 
new procedures entails 'institutional instability' 
and therefore, opportunities for departmental and 
interdepartmental adjustments. Training, and 
interdepartmental co-operation and co-ordination 
also should be provided (Bellamy and Taylor). 
Failure to institute team work will lead to 
fragmentation and short-sightedness wh1ch wrll 
be detrimental to the development of a well-
government' in Creating a Government That Works formulated policy. 
Better and Costs Less: Report to the National 
Performance Review. S1nce then, a variety of useful 
US government information has been widely and 
freely available on the Internet. In late 1996, the UK 
Government published 1ts Green Paper Government 
Direct which also focused specifically on the 
electronic delivery of public services3. Policy 
implementing this publ1c serv1ce reform is not 
expected until 1998, by which time the UK 
Government hopes to have completed gathering 
submissions from the public as to what services 
should be delivered and how. 
The degree of adoption of electronic 
information services d1verges w1dely among 
countrres as many governments are still grappling 
with the 'right' strategy for the1r implementation. 
There IS a catalogue of requirements that policy 
makers could consider in their formulation of an 
effective 'government on-lrne' strategy. 
Ingredients for a •government on-line· 
strategy 
First, a government on-line strategy enJoins 
government to be clear about the goals for the 
... -• . 
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Second, a government on-line strategy should 
attempt to link goals with technical options, 
operational realities and opportun1t1es for del1very 
offered by the ex1st1ng telecommunication 
infrastructure and mass med1a means. Attention 
also could be paid to the possibility that 
government could have a role rn promotrng the 
development of delivery mechanisms. 
In countries, such as those rn the European 
Union, which are in the process of liberalizing 
their telecommunication infrastructures, 
rnteroperability of the network systems to ensure 
end-to-end connectivity between government 
departments or agenc1es and public users IS an 
important issue. Open systems, using 
commercially available standardized equipment 
and software, should be adopted as a common 
delivery platform and they are consistent with a 
well-designed information system. 
Third, the proviSIOn of useful and relevant 
information which serves the disparate needs of 
citizens requires that the public knows that it has a 
right to such information. In this context, countries 
The IPTS Report 
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No copyright subsists 
in the us on public 
information, and this is 
an important factor in 
explaining the 
Widespread and free 
access to, and use of, 
electronic public 
information 
User involvement 
includes the 
engagement and the 
soliciting of feedback 
on new services and 
products from various 
communities 
Accessibility 
encompasses not only 
the means to receive 
the information, but 
should include the 
attainability, 
comprehensiveness, 
timeliness and 
usefulness of the 
information provided 
that are less familiar with a culture favouring 'open 
government' may need to cons1der reconciling 
the1r 'less open pract1ces' of mformat1on shanng 
and dissemination w1th the real1t1es of an 
environment 1n wh1ch electronic information 
services are becommg more widely diffused. 
lt can be argued that the US is the leading 
proponent and 'practitioner' of such a culture, 
firstly, because of its leg1slated Freedom of 
Information Act, and secondly, of the large 
amounts of information that is freely available on 
the Internet (Tang 1996). For Instance, the 
Department of Commerce mamtains 'Fed World' 
which connects users to more than 135 
government bulletin boards. All press releases 
available to the White House press corps are also 
available on lme, and the publ1c can e-mail the 
Pres1dent and Vice President. This could facilitate 
greater transparency in government. Similarly, a 
Government Information Locator Service, 
established 1n December 1994 helps to 1dent1fy 
public information resources throughout the 
Federal Government, desmbes the mformalion 
available, and prov1des advice on how to obtain 
the resources. Unl1ke UK Crown copyright wh1ch 
subsists in UK government documents (usually in 
print form) wh1ch largely have to be paid for, no 
copyright subs1sts in US public information, and 
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be less costly and more effective 1n the long run, 
than select1ng or focusing on a 'winning' 
technology at the outset. To secure the 
partiCipation of users, government could 
undertake a concerted awareness rais1ng 
campaign prior to the mtroduction of electronic 
serv1ce delivery, as well as plan for pub I ic 
education and outreach activities so as to gain 
involvement and support from users. 
Two other reqUirements for a well dev1sed 
strategy deserve separate consideration and have 
been the foci of much attention, namely 
access1bil1ty and security. Accessibility entails that 
there must be easy, affordable and widely available 
access to del1very po1nts so that no particular group 
of citizens is explicitly disadvantaged. Security 
dictates that the architecture must be in place to 
support the obligations of government to protect 
informalion from being manipulated, pirated, or 
modified, and to ensure reliable delivery. 
Delivery Points of Access: Plugging 
the gaps 
The availability of a delivery infrastructure is a 
sine qua non condition for any form of 1nformalion 
delivery. Accessibility encompasses not only the 
means to rece1ve the information, but should 
this IS an important factor in explaining the mclude the attainability, comprehensiveness, 
widespread and free access to, and use of, t1melmess and usefulness of the information 
electronic public information. provided (Bouwman 1996). In a sense, then, access 
must also include ra1sing citizen awareness to the 
Another necessary aspect of a coherent 
strategy for the successful implementation of 
electronic services delivery IS user involvement. 
User involvement includes the engagement and 
the solic1t1ng of feedback on new services and 
products from vanous communities, such as 
employees, Citizens, customers and recipients of 
serv1ces. lt also entails the promotion of pnvate 
sector partnership 1n the development and testmg 
of a diversity of delivery mechanisms which could 
availability of publ1c information services. 
There are several categor1es of users and uses 
of information serv1ces. Recognition of this 
underpins a vital ingredient for the 'right' strategy 
for the implementation of public delivery of 
information services. At a recent workshop on The 
Economics of the lnformalion Society organ1zed 
by the OECD and the Korean lnformalion Soc1ety 
Development Institute 1n Seoul, experts 
• • • • • 
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h1ghl1ghted the Importance of a vanety of del1very (soc1al secunty, pens1on and unemployment 
mechanisms so as to avoid deepen1ng the ex1stmg payments) to the publ1c usmg automated teller 
information gap between the 'computensed' and machines and point-of-sale terminals in stores. 
the 'computerless'. Through these delivery mechanisms, the less 
advantaged c1tizen can come to realize the utility 
Several electronic delivery pomts of access 
can be 1dent1fied. The home clearly constitutes 
the most significant point of access, but th1s 
presumes that most households own computers 
and modems, which IS currently not the case. 
Instead, governments also could focus delivery of 
information through aud1otex (telephone); voice 
and data mformat1on serv1ces, record1ngs, voice-
based interactive serv1ces, teletext and interactive 
television services, fax-based services, or as m 
France, through the use of state-provided 
terminals, such as Min1tel 
and availability of these information serv1ces. 
Neighbourhood electronic k1osks can be 
effective del1very pomts. As an 'information 
dispatcher', electronic kiosks comprise computer 
stations that comb1ne text, sound, v1deo, and 
graphics to provide serv1ces m a central locat1on. 
According to IBM, kiosks are a leadmg multimedia 
market for the company m Europe (Multimedia 
Business Analyst 1994 p. 12). The local authorities 
in Manchester m the UK, for example, are 
experimenting with employment opportun1t1es 
kiosks in an effort to exped1te job searches for 
The second point of delivery could be through those 1n the area. Kiosks can be located 1n public 
schools, colleges, universities and libraries. As with places, such as shopping malls and post offices. 
the home, serv1ces can be delivered directly to 
schools and libraries. Access to serv1ces through Local projects such as the UK Cambridge 
education institutions and l1branes willl1kely sat1sfy Childcare Project in the north of England which 
the 'computerless but computer-interested' prov1des a 'one-stop-shop' for information on child 
consumer; and these locat1ons can serve as care, jobs, trammg and benefits is an outstandmg 
'tutorials' or 'practice runs' to acqua1nt and example of community one-stop service centres 
familiarize mterested part1es and potential users and users regard this as a successful example of 
w1th the use of electronic information services. 
Other means of information del1very, such as those 
noted above, also could be cons1dered. For 
instance, 1n early 1997, the US Government 
Pnntmg Office opened 1ts first gateway site in 
Northwestern Un1vers1ty L1brary giving the publ1c 
free access to many Federal documents and 
databases v1a an Internet connection or a phone call 
to the GPO Access Serv1ces. 
Similarly, as most offices and busmesses own 
computers, services can be delivered d1rectly to 
them, and workers and employees can begm to use 
useful and comprehensive government information 
service (Tang 1997). Mobile and remote access also 
can be provided through cellular telephones, 
satellite receivers or laptop computers to those 
living m remote places where it m1ght be costly to 
set up a community one-stop serv1ce centre. The 
possibly lim1ted range and qual1ty of the 
Information services may be offset by guaranteed 
faster access than would be poss1ble w1thout them. 
Voluntary and self help organizations could be 
provided with these facil1t1es which also can serve 
as a form of 'grass roots educational facility.' 
these serv1ces at the workplace. At stores and banks, Small business innovation, traming and 
electronic benefits transfer, for instance, can be development centres, such as the UK Techn1cal 
used to deliver public ass1stance or other benef1ts Enterpnse Councils and Bus1ness Links, could be 
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Cryptography is more 
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financial information 
than to information 
dissemination 
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government 
information is the such 
as the UK, governments 
may have to reform the 
law or tighten copyright 
protection for digital 
material 
established to help reg1onal small and medium 
sized businesses enterprises with a number of 
business related 1ssues. In Canada, France, the US 
and the Netherlands, for mstance, information to 
ass1st smaller businesses tackle the bewildering 
administrative procedures for export, import and 
tax fdmgs, business and export opportun1t1es, and 
regulatory developments is widely available. 
In sum, the delivery mfrastructure is integral to 
the real1sat1on of public delivery of information. 
Although computer networking is generally singled 
out as the delivery mechan1sm, caution must be 
exercised against puttmg all 'the eggs in the basket of 
computer networks' as a mode of electronic service 
del1very. Importantly, the diversity of delivery 
mechanisms will serve different communities of 
users and categories of uses, thereby providmg 
effective and equitable access to the public. 
The Security Challenge: Plugging the 
cracks 
While the provision of publ1c mformation could 
be delivered through a dedicated network, 1n reality, 
this will not be the case in most countries. Th1s being 
so, a secure and reliable del1very infrastructure 
which delivers accurate information will be required 
to help mstil the confidence of users about the 
authenticity and integrity of the information. Users, 
sophisticated and lesser, must feel assured that the 
information they are receiving has not been 
tampered w1th, or mod1fied. The growing number of 
Web Sites that have been hacked into, mcluding 
lately the UK Labour Party Home page, does not 
bode well if it means users are increasingly 
susp1c1ous of public mformation. For instance, facts 
and analysis with, and of, policy decisions require 
accuracy, authentiCity and reliability. 
Dan Farmer, one of the developers of SATAN 
(software which scans computer networks for 
their secunty from outside Interference), used it to 
N c 1 4 May 1997 
conduct an unauthorized survey of 2200 Web 
sites in late 1996 and found that more than 60 per 
cent of them could be broken into, w1th m1n1mum 
effort. These s1tes mcluded banks, the US 
government, credit unions, newspapers and 
companies tradmg over the Internet. Disturbingly, 
Farmer reported that s1tes used by banks, 
government departments and companies were the 
most susceptible to hacking (Ward 1997, p. 4) 
Although cryptography - the scrambling of 
information into unmtell1gible sentences and 
unscrambled with a private key (string of codes)-
is poss1bly not the optimum measure for securing 
public information that is to be disseminated, other 
software-based applications, such as the use of 
identifiers (headers), the construction of f1rewalls 
and interference-detection software, may accord a 
higher degree of security than there would be 
without some of these protective devices. 
Cryptography, however, is more relevant to 
commerCial transactions and financialmformation, 
all of which reasonably require a high degree of 
confidentiality, secunty and non-repudiation. 
Cryptography, however, could be considered to 
secure both information and payment for 
government electronic publications that are to be 
pa1d for electronically. The continuing focus on 
enhancing the security of electronic payment 
systems addresses the possibility that electronic 
commercial transactions will not flourish unless the 
participants are convinced that the risks are 
acceptable, given the level of security prov1ded in 
the del1very Infrastructure. 
In countnes where government information IS 
copyright, such as the UK, governments may have 
to reform copyright law or tighten copyright 
protection for dig1tal material. There is robust 
debate over copynght government information 
and 1t is widely contended that the licensing of 
works produced by taxpayers' money should be 
freely available to the publ1c. Otherwise, chargmg 
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for government information will l1mit its 
availability. To increase information exchange and 
accessibility, governments may want to consider 
giving up the copyright on the1r documents; in the 
case of the European Union, this may have to be 
harmonized. Free public information will still 
require security of delivery and content. 
Government on-line is an international 
issue: Multilateral initiatives 
A defining characteristic of electronic delivery 1s 
that it is not subject to spat1al constraints. The 
borderless nature of electronic delivery has, in 
large part, provided an impetus for a number of 
mternational initiatives a1med at developing a 
global electronic information infrastructure. Three 
Member State Administrations and European 
institutions so as to support the Un1on decision 
making process between its institutions and 
Member State Administrations; and (3) ensure 
co-ordination and harmon1zat1on between all 
partners, and where necessary, prov1de 
European Union support for critical sectoral 
projects (DGIII 1994, p.1 ). 
Since 1993, a range of activ1t1es has been 
undertaken to ensure interoperability, identify 
missing links and address legal issues. The IDA 
programme also supports vanous European 
organizations, such as the European Environment 
Agency in Copenhagen and the European 
Medicine Evaluation Agency m London. In 
addition, the majority of the Directorates of the 
of these deserve mention: the European European Commission and their associated 
Commission Interchange of Data between agencies are making extensive use of the Internet 
Administrations (IDA) programme; the G7 On-line to disseminate Un1on information. 
project and the OECD-Ied initiative for the 
formulation of Cryptography Policy Guidelines. 
European commission Interchange of Data 
between Administrations Program 
The Bangemann High Level Group, a 
committee of prominent mdustrial representatives 
from the IT and telecommunication industry, led by 
Commissioner Martm Bangemann of DG XIII, in 
Europe and the Global Information Society, 
identified the need for a truly interoperable trans-
The C7 On-line Initiative !COLI 
The GOL is one of eleven collaborative 
projects launched by ministers under the G7 
Information Society Initiative, after the Ministerial 
conference on the Information Society in February 
1995. The ln1tiat1ve a1ms to ident1fy projects 
where international co-operation would be an 
asset to the development and deployment of 
electronic information infrastructure. 
European public administration network as a top A principal a1m of the GOL 1s to provide fully 
priority.4 To achieve this, the Group recommended interactive on-line services to allow the public both 
strengthening and speeding up the IDA programme. to obtain and provide information from a variety of 
locat1ons, including the home. In developing these 
The aims of the IDA programme are: serv1ces, the project focuses on making 
(1) to contribute to the implementation of trans- government information widely available, 
European telematic networks for the exchange of developing on-line transaction processing for the 
data between administrations; support and delivery of rout1ne services, facilitating 
(2) to ensure the smooth funct1onmg of the information exchange between governments and 
Internal market and European Union policies, stimulating interaction between business and 
and faster circulation of information between government. 
. . . , . 
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To date, the G7 GOL has 20 partJclpatmg understood that such multilateral co-ordmat1on IS 
admmistrat10ns, Including the European essential for secure global delivery of electronic 
Commission and a number of non-G7 countnes. information. 
In July 1996, the co-cha1rs of the project reported 
that mternat1onal co-operation and common The Group expects to complete its 
act1ons for informalion provJsJon and information recommendations by early 1997. As with the 
exchange have been successful. 5JgnJfJcantly, it is prev1ous OECD Guidelines on the Protection of 
now possible to obtain a w1de range of Pnvacy and Transborder Flows of Personal Data 
informalion on the activities of the G7 Initiative (1980) and the 1992 Guidelines on Secunty of 
through the Internet particularly on projects Information Systems, both of which relate to the 
requinng the participation of the pnvate sector. 
OECD work on Cryptography Policy 
Guidelines 
Cryptography, as noted earlier, may not be 
appropriate for the secunty of widely 
disseminated publ1c information. Nonetheless, 1t 
is a cntical method of protection of sensitive, 
classified or confidential Information, much of 
which is generated by government, and 1t IS 
w1dely acknowledged as the best means of 
enhancing the security of information del1very. 
Under the auspices of the Committee of 
lnformalion, Computer and Communications Policy 
(ICCP), extens1ve work on cryptography technologies 
has been earned out since 1989. The prime a1m of 
th1s contmumg exerc1se IS to assist decision makers in 
the development and implementation of coherent 
national and internalional policies for effective use of 
cryptography. The Group of Experts formed by the 
ICCP, and which involves a broad spectrum of 
representatives, 1s charged with the task of devismg 
gu1delmes and a framework for the International 
harmonJsatJon of cryptography policies. lt is well 
uses of cryptography and which were well 
received by Member governments, the 
forthcoming guidelines by the Group is expected 
to contribute substantially to the international 
harmonisation of cryptography polic1es. 
Policy Implications 
Many governments are aspiring to go on-line. To 
do so, they will need to have a coherent strategy for 
the implementation of electronic mformation 
serv1ces and ensure w1de accessibility to information 
sources. To this end, there has to be a vanety of 
delivery mechanisms for different users, and their 
availability must be promoted. To Increase 
mformat1on accessibility, governments also may 
want to revisit the 1ssue of copynght of their 
publications. To increase transparency, governments 
may want to encourage cit1zens to communicate 
directly with them, such as through electronic mail 
or to institute a 'freedom of information' act. 
Attention should also be g1ven to the security and 
reliability of the delivery Infrastructure so as to build 
user confidence. Inadequate cons1derat1on of these 
elements will significantly slow down access to 
public information. I 
• • • • • 
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The Web of Babel? 
J Stamm'ler Jal1ff, M.T. Carrasco Benitez, I Urquhart 
Issue: The explosive growth of the Internet and the world Wide Web shows no signs of 
abating. New users and servers are turning up everywhere, particularly in non-English-
speaking countries. However, an overwhelming part of the Information content available 
Is In English. There Is a shortage of products to cut today's high costs of multilingual 
information storage, retrieval, exchange and translation. current International initiatives 
for higher-level softWare standards could help. 
Relevance: As the backbone of the emerging multimedia Information society, the global 
information highways will shape tomorrow's way of life. Three different linguistic 
communities are appearing: the truly multilingual, the English !sometimes plus a local 
language! and the purely local. European SME's risk falling into the latter group. There Is 
a short time window to influence the outcome, before a baggage of legacy data makes 
change difficult. 
T he World Wide Web keeps growing at a steady pace in terms of server sites, web pages and Internet users. There is a growing awareness of its potential for 1nter alia 
interpersonal communications, research, education 
and electronic commerce. By connecting people 
and organizations electronically through 
computers, the Web provides a unique opportunity 
to extract benefits from language diversity. But 
unless advantage is taken of those computers, the 
Web could quickly develop into a Tower of Babel 
where user communities are unable to 
communicate efficiently with one another unless 
they share a common language. 
In order to matenalize benefits, it IS necessary to 
lower the cost,lbenef1t threshold of multilinguality 
through serv1ces, tools and standards that better 
support the creation, management, operation and 
accessibility of multilingual sites, as well as the 
concomitant translation process. For example, 
international Initiatives in this direction were 
presented recently at Wlnter96, the Web 
Internationalization & Multilinguality Symposium, 
held in Seville, 20-22 November 1996 (eo-
organized by Sadiel, Seville, Spain and W3C, the 
World Wide Web Consortium with chapters in the 
USA, Europe and Japan; supported by the European 
Commission as part of the G7 Project 'A Global 
Marketplace for SME's). 
Government action can influence the way this 
situation develops. The European Council decided 
on November 21, 1996, the adoption of a 
multiannual programme to promote the linguistic 
diversity of the Community in the information 
society, and the European Commission has 
launched the Multilingual Information Society 
• • • • • 
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Programme (1996-1998). We will now present industry at least, interest 1n multilinguality seems to 
issues related to Web multilinguality from a be less than that of the American. Most of the 
broader perspective, and discuss some immediate participants at the aforementioned Seville 
concerns for policymakers. symposium represented US companies, as was the 
case at the recent Unicode conference in Mainz. 
Multilinguality and the Web 
The predominant language on the Web is 
English. Experienced Web users rank it subjeCtively 
at 95% of all available information, but this IS 
Indeed it may be argued that one of the factors in 
the global success of the US software industry IS the 
attent1on that it has paid to issues of multilinguality 
and multicultural1ty, to the extent that most of the 
major US IT companies derive more than 50% of 
difficult to measure objectively. Research based on their revenue from localized products sold on the 
hit ratios for the same term in different languages 
mdicates some 80% dominance of English; for 
scientific subjects, it is close to 100%. 
However, one must take mto account that the 
countries with h1ghest Internet connectivity growth 
rates are outside the Engl1sh-speaking world. 
Furthermore, some users were, until not long ago, 
virtually forced to communicate in English due to 
the lack of support for their language's character 
set in the1r e-mail systems, editors, browsers, 
printers, etc. A better indication of individuals' 
present interest and demand for other languages in 
the Web at large is the abundance of on-line 
discussion groups: more than 60 different 
languages are active. 
This is good news for Europe seen from two 
aspects. Firstly, it suggests that the Web is more 
likely to protect national languages than to kill 
them. Secondly, it hints that people do indeed 
prefer to conduct business m their nat1ve 
language, even on the global information 
highways. This should give European suppliers a 
internatiOnal market. If the analogy of the software 
industry can be applied to other industrial sectors, 
then it appears that, despite European experience 
of the Single Market, US companies may be able to 
better explo1t multilinguality and multiculturality as 
elements of competitive advantage. 
Software Standards 
W3C: "The World Wide Web currently has a 
severe bias toward English and the Western-
European writing system. But modern 
business, research, and interpersonal 
communication are increasingly conducted 
in other writing systems and languages. The 
Web must be enhanced to meet the needs of 
the global community". 
W3C, the unofficial Web standard-setting 
organization, is currently promoting the 
internationalisation of bas1c software standards. For 
HTML (HyperText Markup Language), 
internationalisation takes place at two levels: 
(1) the characters in the text (apart from the 
competitive edge, considering the 'localisation' of markup) should be able to represent non-western 
the1r products to overseas markets which speak alphabets, such as Cyrillic, Arabic, Hebrew, 
European languages. Japanese, etc.; 
(2) in add1t1on, for correct d1splay and other 
But there is bad news too. Firstly, support for operations, it is sometimes necessary to explicitly 
multilinguality in the form of cost effective tools, set the language of a text fragment. For HTIP 
services, and software is not yet adequate. (HyperText Transfer Protocol), a new version that 
Secondly, in the case of the European software can do 'language negotiation' is proposed. 
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One can say that the most bas1c languages at http://www.jrc.es/iptsreport). Once 
internationalisation 1ssues relat1ng to the the amount of legacy data becomes substantial, 
transm1ss1on and presentation of multilingual adoption of new standards will be difficult. 
information have been solved. Attention is now 
turn1ng to 1ssues relat1ng to multilingual 
information content, such as translation, and 
information retneval and extraction. A few 
remaining bas1c 1ssues are nevertheless 
s1gn1ficant. For example, it IS important to 
mtroduce multilanguage tagging capabil1t1es 
1nto the Web (for instance to allow language 
sens1t1ve document linking). Higher-level 
standards would reduce the amount of 
administrative and maintenance work for web 
sites servmg documents in multiple languages. 
At present, the tagging work must be repeated 
manually for each new language. Furthermore, 1! 
would be h1ghly beneficial to adopt document 
Translation Technology 
Once multilingual documents can be stored 
efficiently as we discussed, how will they be 
produced cost-effectively? The answer must lie 
in translation serv1ces on the Web. Translation 
a1ded by computers has been a pr1me subject of 
research for the last 40 years. However, the 
technology is not qu1te mature, and Information 
Society needs shed new light on 11. The 
principal alternatives to traditional manual 
translation 1nclude: partially or fully automatic 
translation, machine a1ds for translators, and 
fully or part1ally automated product1on of 
standards that support automatic transfer of text parallel texts 1n several languages. 
to and from computemed translation services on 
the Internet. 
A further essential element which is lacking 
in the bas1c Web technology is the capability for 
a given Web user to s1gnal his or her location 
and regional preferences, such as currency and 
weights and measurements systems, which are 
often related to, but can vary independently of, 
the user's language. There is no way of 
determmmg, for example wh1ch currency a 
speaker of French uses. Although this facility 
would have many different applications, it is of 
spec1al importance 1n the context of electronic 
commerce on the Web, since it would allow a 
vendor of products to present 1nformat1on 
adapted to currency, we1ghts and measurements 
schemes, and local regulatiOns of the potent1al 
customer. 
The opportunity window for the introduction 
of such standards is very narrow. Multilingual sites 
are already being produced, even at small 
organ1zat1ons (for example, read this report 1n four 
The reasons why translation has reSISted 
efforts to automate it for such a long t1me are 
complex, but not a mystery. The most Important 
problem concerns the d1stinction between 
meanmg and mterpretation. 
Machine Translation (MT): all techniques 
for automating translation. Initially, 
computer programs had only limited 
success, producing mechanical, word-for-
word translations. More recently, by 
incorporating more semantic and syntactic 
understanding, they have produced better 
results, particularly when 'trained' for a 
specific subject domain. Human-aided 
machine translation (HAMT) refers to the 
techniques which rely on a real 
automation of translation, with some 
human intervention in pre-editing, post-
editing or interaction. Machine-aided 
human translation (MAHT) refers to 
machine aids for translators and revisers. 
••••• 
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MT examples: some products for ready-
made translation of specific subject matter 
are already available. The PaTrans system 
translates patent texts from English into 
Danish. Its technology evolved from the 
European Commission's EUROTRA project, 
and 11 will handle more language pairs in the 
future. The Meteo system routinely translates 
Canadian meteorological bulletins between 
English and French. The University of 
Montreal has further developed 11 to 
eliminate input text altogether and directly 
translate weather data mto parallel natural 
languages. Such an approach could, for 
instance, help European enterprise produce 
multilingual product catalogues. 
These must be machine translations! 
I \9 
i .... IJ~_, 
le 
I lii1 
The lift is being fixed for the next 
day. Under that time we regret that 
you will be unbearable. (sign on 
elevator) 
Specialists in women and other 
diseases. (sign on doctor's practice) 
Our wines leave nothing to hope for. 
(at a restaurant) 
Customers will be executed in good 
order. (at a shop) 
However, interlingual technology IS more 
difficult to develop for general-type applications. 
Multilingual Information Retrieval 
Current Web search services are not 
particularly helpful in handlmg very specific 
queries, even within a single language, in that 
they do l1ttle more than identify string patterns in 
free text. Information in the same language can 
only be found if exactly the same words are used 
1n the query and in the document, and 
documents in different languages can only be 
found by formulating different quenes in 
different languages. Recall1s poor because many 
relevant documents are not found. Likewise, 
precisiOn is poor because documents are often 
returned which are Irrelevant to the purposes of 
the query, but which nonetheless contain strings 
mentioned in the query. ldentifymg relevant texts 
among those selected documents can be a very 
t1me-consummg task for the user, because he or 
she has to manually filter out those documents 
which are not actually desired. 
Quenes can of course be Improved by the use 
of Boo lean expressions such as most of the search 
services prov1de. However, this is a highly 
unnatural form of interaction which is often 
beyond the capabil1ties of the user, and does not 
Interpretation depends on context, and should really address the underlying problem, wh1ch is 
remain invariant after translation. This proves one of language and language awareness. 
very difficult to computerize. 
In recent years, work on MT (see boxes) has 
been most vigorously pursued in japan. Both 
interl1ngual and transfer systems have been 
developed. The first translate to and from a 
reference language, whereas the latter work in 
language pairs. For the 11 official EU languages, 
transfer techn1ques requ1re 110 directions of 
translation, whereas only 22 interlingual 
translations are necessary . 
. . . -• . 
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Indeed one of the key advantages of the Web 
1s that information 1s expressed primarily in 
natural language. A search system wh1ch 
recognized this would allow for the retrieval of 
concepts rather than stnngs, and complement 
this with navigation help, in the form of 
assistance with query formulation, identification 
and resolution of ambiguities, and the 
presentation of possibly more appropriate 
search terms, etc. 
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Current Web search 
tools work by simply 
matching strings Thus. 
as well as often passing 
over relevant 
information, they are 
unable to find matches 
in more than one 
language 
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lndex1ng by concepts 
rather than stnngs 
provides not only a 
much more efficient 
and natural form of 
interaction w1th1n a 
single language, it also 
provides a powerful 
mechanism for 
handling specifically 
multilingual 
information 
The Internet is Widely 
regarded as be1ng a 
marketplace of 
tomorrow for SMEs 
world-wide. The Web 
constitutes an 
electronic showroom 
for a company's 
products, as well as the 
1nformat1on highway 
for electronic 
commerce 
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Indexing by concepts rather than stnngs The Web constitutes an electronic showroom for a 
provides not only a much more effic1ent and natural company's products, as well as the mformation 
form of interactiOn within a single language, it also 
provides a powerful mechanism for handling 
specifically multilingual information, in that 
concepts necessary to support one language can be 
mapped to equivalent terms in other languages. 
A search infrastructure of this nature would then 
easily allow for cross-language retneval, in which a 
query expressed in one language could return texts 
in a different language. Such a capabil1ty appears 
an essential building block in ensuring the 
principle of equal access to mformation, since it is 
unrealistic to assume that all Information will be 
translated. lt needs of course to be supplemented 
by tools and services which make retrieved 
multilingual information intelligible to the 
requesting user. A variety of such tools and services 
may be envisaged, ranging from transliteration, 
automatic dictiOnary look-up, through to machine 
and human assisted translation. 
Economic Drivers 
The Internet is widely regarded as being a 
marketplace of tomorrow for SMEs world-w1de. 
highway for electronic commerce. An Important 
component of the latter is Electronic Data 
Interchange (EDI). Other ones are product 
catalogues, user and operation manuals. The latter 
must be translated mto the language of the 
product's purchaser, as part of EC directives for 
consumer protect1on and product liability. In 
general, companies will not be able to market their 
products ahead of global competitors unless they 
can local1ze them to the language of the customer. 
For centuries international trade has 
recognized the need to respect the languages and 
cultural traditiOns of the markets addressed. As 
electronic commerce on the Web expands, the 
basic pnnciple that 'the language of selling is the 
language of the customer' suggests that 
multilingual provision will increase. Indeed, it 
also seems that the cost/benefit considerations 
which have applied to multdinguality 1n the past 
are overturned on the Web. If the costs are 
limited to the translation of a few Web pages, as 
is the case for products such as books and 
clothing which can be purchased on the Web on 
a mail order basis, then it may even be cost 
Figure 1: Web users per language community !as percent of corresponding speakers! 
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effective to translate these few pages for language 
communities which are relatively small in 
absolute numbers, but which are well 
represented on the Web. Swedish, w1th an 
estimated 800,000 speakers on line, represents a 
case in point. The potential gains, of course are 
even greater when numbers of speakers can be 
measured in mill1ons or hundreds of millions, 
especially when accompanied by technological 
as SYSTRAN, used by the European Commission 
for several language pa1rs (200,000 pages 
translated 1n 1995). 
For diffusion translation (strict and objective 
translation, in particular of technical 
documentation), there are also working systems 
which can provide output for a reviser to work on. 
They are characterized by their specialisation to 
and econom1c advance 1n the geographical areas certain kinds of texts. Some use particular 
concerned. Even now, there are large and 
relatively untapped markets among speakers of 
French, German, Spanish, Portuguese, Italian, 
and Japanese on-line. These are being joined in 
mcreasing numbers by speakers of Chinese, 
Arabic and Russian. Simple market 
considerations therefore speak for a higher level 
of multilinguality on the Web. lt should be noted, 
moreover, that companies operating in a single 
lingu1stic area can expect increased competition 
from providers from other parts of the world. 
Three supplier segments can be conceived on 
the basis of transact1on language: multilingual, 
English-speaking and local. Multinational 
corporations, includmg American ones, are 
usually the first to localize products 
multilingually. At the other end, an estimated 
75% of businessmen in the EU do not speak 
Engl1sh. These businesses are cry1ng out for 
affordable and timely translation services, for 
which the Web is a perfect venue. The 
economics of translation today are as follows: it 
costs one translator-hour and 20 reviser-minutes 
to translate a technical page, some 250 words. 
techniques, such as translation memory, which 
could also aid in product localisation by correctly 
replacing legal clauses, for example. The economic 
break-even point to adapt such an existing system 
to a new text domain 1s around 10,000 pages. 
A third situation for which computerized 
systems will be cost-effective in the near future IS 
for specialized technical translations to a large 
number of languages, where the author would 
serve as the occas1onal translator. 
For all types of translation, as well as for cost-
effective server administration, a prerequisite is a 
seamless multilingual document interface 
between Internet users and Web sites, as 
discussed above. An aim should be an ATP-chain 
(Author, Translator, Publisher). 
social Drivers 
In addit1on to the economic drivers provided by 
electronic commerce, there are trends towards 
multilinguality in the Information Society (IS) at 
large which also call for Web and translation 
support. Their Importance cannot be measured in 
Take screening translation as an example: terms of purchasing power, but rather as part of a 
translation of written material for gathering European vision of the future. 
information. The output can be used to get an 
idea of the content, in one's own mother tongue 
and without revision. This is the case of a SME 
looking for a new customer or partner on the 
Web. There are already working systems, such 
• • • • • 
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Perhaps the most apparent one refers to the 
prevention of social exclusion. lt IS recogn1zed that 
the older generations are a group which is being 
bypassed by the IS, basically due to their lack of 
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economic drivers 
provided by electronic 
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trends towards 
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Information soc1ety 
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familianty with computers. For them, multilingual 
tools for on-line mformation search and screening 
translation on the Web are necessary 1n order not 
to stay on the penphery. 
Another Important trend IS the 
mternat1onalizat1on of education. Once every 
classroom 1n Europe IS connected to the net, how 
will they be able to communicate with children in 
other countries? Can they get information for their 
termpaper on Russia, directly translated, from 
schoolchildren there mstead of from the 
encyclopaedia? Still another phenomenon which 
can be observed regards the mandatory use of the 
local language for certain types of information on 
the Web 1n some countnes, such as France. Web 
support, mcluding translation a1d, would be h1ghly 
beneficial to some organizations concerned. 
Discussion 
The rap1dly advancing Information Soc1ety 
prov1des an opportunity to shape the future. W1th 
minor but t1mely extension of Web software 
standards, an lnternet-based translation serv1ces 
market could develop and the cost of developing 
and maintaining multilingual sites could decrease 
substantially. At the same time, the prov1sion of 
language aware and multilingual search tools and 
serv1ces, supported by the newly emergmg 
translation services, will support the aim of 
universal access to information resources. 
Few informed people still see the origmal idea 
of fully automatic high-quality translation of 
N o 1 4 May 1997 
arb1trary texts as a realistic goal for the 
foreseeable future. But integrat1on and 
deployment of already ex1sting machine 
translation products on the Internet would g1ve 
SME's and ord1nary cit1zens better access to new 
markets and more mformation. 
Such technology could benefit consumers in 
even more direct ways. For example, some 
suppliers today do not sell certain industrial 
products 1n smaller European countries due to the 
high costs of documentation local1sat10n. 
Computenzed access to new technology can help 
to change the cost/benefit equation. 
Government action can help change the 
s1tuation. The European Council decided on 
November 21, 1996, the adoption of a 
multiannual programme to promote the l1nguistic 
diversity of the Commun1ty m the mformation 
soc1ety, and the European Commission has 
launched the Multilingual Information Society 
Programme (1996-1998). 
Concerted government action IS called for, and 
some EU Initiatives and programmes have already 
been ment1oned. National government 
administrations and enterpnses, particularly 
SME's, could also actively shape the1r 
procurement of software and services so as to 
demand multilingual support in browsers, servers, 
etc., and lead the way with multilmgual Web 
sites. European SME's are the ones who stand to 
benefit the most economically from 
multilinguality. • 
• • • • • 
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Decision support systems in the 
service of policy makers 
M Parucctnt, P. Haastrup and D. Bain 
Issue: Increased complexity of policy decision making, for instance In the environmental 
field, presents an Increasing challenge to policy makers. The increased complexity may 
lead to decisions being taken which subsequently are found to be problematic or 
Impossible to Implement. 
Relevance: The use of IT based Decision Support tools can significantly Increase the 
effectiveness and efficiency of decision making, providing a rich set of choices for the 
decision maker, and facilitating negotiations and conflict resolution. 
Introduction 
I n a recent article by Hernandez and Canarelli (The IPTS Report, issue 1 0), the use of data and the role of knowledge based tools in Decision Support Systems (DSS) is explored. The article 
is an excellent introduction to this important area 
and focuses on the data aspects of the decision 
making process and the integration of these data. 
Orthodox decision theory focuses on finding the 
best solution to any decision problem. In doing so, 
the theory employs analytical tools and specific 
theoretical language rooted in the paradtgm of 
substantive rationality ustng constratned 
optimization. The optimtztng approach is based on 
the assumption that different objectives can be 
expressed with respect to a common denominator by 
means of trade-offs (complete commensurability), so 
that the loss in one objective can be evaluated against 
However, from an operational point of view, the 
value of the optimising approach is rather limited, 
because the specification of a community welfare 
functton requires complete information, which ts 
rarely available, about the actions, the trade-offs 
and about the constraints prevailing in the decision-
maktng process. 
In fact, most poltcy makers would agree that 
the norm in policy making is decision maktng in 
situations where a stngle criterion is not sufficient 
- ie. multiple criteria are needed. During the last 
two decades, further support has emerged for the 
view that a decision is a multidimensional concept 
(Bana e Costa, 1990; Nijkamp et al., 1990; 
Paruccini, 1994). 
From the potnt of view of the dectsion maker, it 
is also clear that, the moment a decision has been 
made, the multt-dimensional problem, with a 
the gatn tn another. Thus the orthodox approach is large number of possible solutions, has in fact 
firmly based on a single-criterion approach. been reduced to one solution. 
• • • • • 
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The role of decision support systems is in 
facilitating the process of the necessary 
reductions. 
Thus the most important dist1nct10n 
between the different types of Decision 
Support Systems is whether they can handle 
single or multiple criteria: clearly mult1-cr1teria 
systems offer several advantages for pol1cy 
decisions, where conflicting interests have to 
be considered. A second important distinction 
between dec1sion support systems 1s whether 
they are distributed or not. 
A large number of mult1-critena evaluation 
methods have been developed and applied for 
different policy purposes in different contexts. As 
a tool for conflict management, mult1-criteria 
Supporting decision-making: 
information gathering 
To illustrate the approach, an example from the 
field of management of (scarce) water resources was 
chosen. The issue of water management, in the 
broader sense, is a problem which transcends the 
boundanes between water, land and environment, 
and interrelates water with broader policy questions 
associated w1th social and economic development. 
Water resources should be managed and used so 
that development may be sustained over centuries. 
At this level the interest encompasses the role of 
water in produc1ng hydroelectricity, in facilitating 
transportation of goods and in serving as an m put to 
Industrial manufacturing, agricultural production or 
domestic use. 
evaluation has demonstrated its usefulness In the real world fragmented and shared 
particularly with regard to environmental responsibilities are realities which are always likely 
management problems (Paruccini, 1992). to exist. As a result, it is often accepted that 
integration will lead to co-operat1on and co-
In general, a multi-criteria model presents ordmation which in turn could lead to overall 
the following aspects: improved effectiveness. If co-ordinated management 
• There is no solution optimismg all the criteria 
at the same time and therefore the decision-
maker has to find compromise solutions. 
of water resources is to be achieved a two-stage 
strategy must be employed. 
• The relations of preference and Indifference At the strategic level, a comprehensive 
are not enough in this approach, because viewpoint is desirable which implies scanning the 
when an action is better than another one widest possible range of information. For the 
for some criteria, it IS usually worse for scientific support function this 1mplies access, via 
others, so that many pairs of actions rema1n Information Technology, to all possible theories, 
incomparable with respect to a dominance data and knowledge bases and scientific results. 
relation. However, at the operational level, a more focused 
approach, with more appropriate scale and t1me 
Thus the concept of 'dec1sion process' has an frame, should be utilised. This approach requires 
essent1al importance. The final outcome is more a two-stage implementation using a distributed 
like a 'creation' than a discovery. With a Information system and a decis1on support system 
multiple criteria decision aid the principal a1m IS respectively. 
not to d1scover a solution, but to construct or 
create something which is viewed as useful to an The distributed information system permits 
actor taking part 1n a decision process users to find relevant information, as identif1ed 
(Roy 1985). and connected to the network. The network will 
• • • • • 
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connect the information centres and allows data This breakthrough came in two parts. Firstly 
retrieval. The system supports navigation through research into how to compare imprecise 
the information supply1ng hyper-textual problem- Information, typically verbal statements, comb1ned 
oriented tools, which must be developed 
Th1s IS the first stage of supportmg decision-
making. Academ1cs, researchers and 
representatives of local authonties, who have a 
common interest/need for the data, for the 
analys1s tools, and for any results available to be 
used for water resources management could 
gather this Information prov1ded by various 
bodies (the1r own mcluded), that can be accessed 
remotely from different locations. 
The capabilities of the distributed system 1nclude 
access to data in the form of catalogues, reports, 
relational data-bases, geographic information 
systems (GIS) and tools for the modelling and 
analysis of data. The next step is to link the data 
Jdent1f1ed to a deCISion support system. 
Decision Support Systems in fuzzy, 
imprecise and conflict situations 
When the necessary, or rather available, data 
has been collected and l1nked together, the 
decJsJon maker needs to form an overv1ew of the 
problem in hand. Often it Js realized that the 
mformatlon available ranges from very spec1f1c 
models through imprecise background data to 
vague verbal statements. Similarly 1t IS often the 
w1th fuzzy logic, resulted in a comprehensive 
framework for comparing all types of mformation 
about a g1ven criteria. Secondly 1t was realized that, 
when a smgle decis1on maker is replaced by the 
(political) stake-holders, a detailed analys1s of the 
different views allows the Identification of which 
coalitions are in favour or against a g1ven solution. 
The method developed on the basis of these 
two ms1ghts IS called NAIADE (Novel Approach to 
Imprecise Assessment and Decision Environments) 
and was originally developed in a project at the 
joint Research Centre of the European 
Commission. lt IS a discrete multi-critena method, 
based on some aspects of the partial comparability 
ax1om (Munda 1994). 
Since, in a fuzzy context, any attempt to reach a 
h1gh degree of precis1on of the results tends to be 
somewhat arlificial, a pa1r-wise linguistic evaluation 
of alternatives IS used. Th1s IS done by means of the 
not1on of fuzzy relatiOns, based on 'semantic' 
distance between lingUJstJc qualifiers (the d1stance 
between qualifiers l1ke 'good', 'better' etc.). 
As JndJcated, NAIADE also performs conflict 
analysis. Th1s IS done with the creation of an 
'equity matnx', wh1ch gives a linguistic indication 
of the stake-holder groups' judgement for each of 
case that severe conflicts are related to the the alternative actions. A Similarity matnx IS then 
decJsJon to be taken. computed, which gives an 1ndex, for each pair of 
the stake-holder groups, of the similarity of 
Recently 1t has been realized, that the judgement over the proposed alternatives. 
combmat1on of the capabilities for handl1ng fuzzy, 
imprecise and crisp vanables for the decision 
criteria, together with an analysis of coalition and 
conflict resolution provided decision makers with 
what amounted to a sc1entific breakthrough, able to 
Significantly reduce conflict and 1mprove the 
decis1ons made. 
So, at the end of the process, the DSS supplies 
the decision maker with two pieces of Information: 
a ranking of the alternative actions based on the 
selected decision mtena, and a second (normally 
d1fferent) rankmg of the 'acceptability' of these 
alternatives by the stake-holder groups. 
• •••• 
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Application to a real-world case study For simplicity, the data gathering phase is not 
descnbed in detail here; the resultmg alternatives 
Returning to the remarks made earlier, a case are simply listed in the followmg table, in matnx 
study related to water management is used for form. Seven criteria for evaluation of the 
illustration, namely the utilisation of the waters of alternatives have been chosen; the number of 
the Anapo river basm 1n Sicily, Italy 1. Th1s is a criteria can be larger or smaller dependmg on the 
typ1cal example of confl1ct between the different problem under study. Similarly, of course, the 
users of a resource. S1nce there is a natural number of viable alternatives may be larger or 
scarcity of the resource, the problem has greatly smaller than the eight possible alternatives shown 
mcreased over the last 15 years. The case should in the table. The alternatives 1n th1s case ranges 
be seen as an illustration of the methodology, from a base case scenario (A. Actual situation), 
wh1ch can be appl1ed 1n a large number of through various (more or less popular) opt1ons for 
d1fferent pol1cy Situation. changing the current water use. 
Table 1. Alternative water supply management options 
Alternative A B D c H 
Actual water water water New Salinity in Salinity cassaro dam 
Criteria Situation sipho sipho Siphon Fields agricultural in 
Anapo Anapo+ Anapo well water agricultural 
decrease in severe 11500,LIS/Cml water 
agricultural decrease 13000ftstcml 
use in 
agricultura 
1 use 
Cost of new 
mfrastructure 
{billion lira) 0 71 76 71 41 41 41 180 
IJ.lstof 
managell'lent 
(bjlliOn lila} 127 200 218 lOO ': 164 164 164. 218'. 
Agricultural 
Reduction Maximum None None None Maximum Maximum Maximum None 
production 
l.eyeJ jround . Vely~ 'More Of le$$ Sll:atum Very bad <iood' "Moderate' Ve~VSOO<I . Velybad Good 
.. 
. ' bad 
Quality drinking 
water in Very bad More or less More or Very good Very bad Very bad Bad More or less 
Syracuse good less bad good 
~ ~ ; . ~ Mediumlow ~ Mediimllow ·Verv,low ~- None' .... 
Catchment 
from Priolo 
groundwater 50 23.4 17.8 36.2 35 38 41.3 35 
{mn'/yl 
Based on this matr1x, the NAIADE rankmg of alternatives both in the form of a 
methodology performs a pairwise comparison of numerical matnx and graphically, as shown 1n the 
all alternatives, and prov1des the result of the final next figure (Figure 1 ). 
• • • • • 
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ranking of their 
·acceptability' to the 
stake-holder groups 
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Arriving at th1s po1nt, a way of representing the appropnate informatiOn and commun1cat1on 
views of the vanous stake-holders 1n the process technologies, so that they make 1t possible to 
was needed. lt was decided to use a 'tree structure', consider a large number of data, relatiOns and 
a dendrogram, wh1ch represents graphically the 
formation of poss1ble coalitions between the social 
groups. Basically each of the alternatives was 
ranked according to the preferences of the stake-
holders. The data for such a ranking is readily 
obta1ned by means of short interviews. 
Note that the technical revenue office and 
the farmers of the Anapo valley, have 
analogous positions w1th regard to alternatives, 
and can readily form a coal1t1on. lt is interesting 
to note the 'radical' positions of 
environmentalists and ENEL (the national body 
for electricity supply) do not make for an 
alliance with anybody. 
Finally, SOGEAS (Local authority for water) 
and the provmce of Syracuse are very interested 
1n forming a group with future generations, 
underlinmg the level of publ1c interest 1n the 
conservation of water resources. 
conclusions 
objectives which are generally present in a 
specific real-world decision problem. Thus the 
dec1s1on problem at hand can be stud1ed in a 
mult1d1mensional fashion, including socio-
economic aspects. 
The major strength of mu lti-criter1a 
methods is the1r operational ability to address 
problems marked by various conflicting 
evaluat1ons since real-world problems are 
generally not direct w1n-lose situations and a 
certain degree of compromise is needed. 
Mult1-mtena evaluation techniques cannot 
solve all conflicts, but they can help to 
prov1de more ins1ght 1nto the nature of 
conflicts and 1nto ways of reach1ng political 
compromises 1n case of divergent preferences 
in a mult1-decision maker or committee 
system, thus Increasing the transparency of the 
dec1s1on process. 
The sc1ent1f1c break-through linked to the 
abil1ty to evaluate fuzzy and verbal statements 
about a given alternative, combined w1th the 
The ma1n features of our approach for stake-holder analys1s may radically transform 
developing decis1on support systems is the use future decis1on support systems and improve 
of mult1-criteria models in conJunction with their penetration into pol1cy making. I 
• • • • • 
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Globalization seems to 
have had contradictr:ry 
results for countries 
seek1ng tc catch up 
N o . 1 4 May 1997 
EU and the Mediterranean Region: a 
Future Dilemma? 
Matteo Bonazzi and Sergio Gomez v Paloma 
Issue: there is a strong tendency in current policy towards the construction of supra-
national Institutions such as the Euro-Mediterranean Free Trade Area, due to be 
established by 2010. At the same time there is evidence to suggest that economic 
disparities affecting the Euro-Mediterranean space -and corresponding differences in 
techno-economic systems- may Jeopardize the implementation of these processes and 
widen existing gaps. 
Relevance: these prospects Imply that current socio-economic profiles. Including 
demographic and migration gradients, of entities -eg. EU Member states as well as 
southern and Eastern Mediterranean countries- which are Involved In the process will 
be radically affected. In this light the role of technology and Its prospects for reducing 
economic disparities could play a central rote in forthcoming policies in the Euro-
Mediterranean context. 
Globalization versus 
Euro·Mediterranean Partenariat 
S tatistical evidence suggests that (i) during the last three decades globalization has brought about contradictory results for "less developed" countries seek1ng to catch up 
with the more advanced ones, some -most 
notably in Asia-have grown, whilst others -
such as Africa- have not fared so well; (ii) 
technological change has progressively 
accelerated the substitution of labour by capital. 
The main actors m globalization are the Trans 
National Corporations (TNC), which have been 
very powerful in recent decades, 1 and have 
contributed significantly to the dramatic increase 
of the International trade flows as well as of 
Foreign Direct Investment on a world scale. 
Yet, economic and financ1al figures reveal that 
industrialized and post-industrialized economies 
have been increasing their mutual economic 
interactions -tnadic globalization, ie. among EU, 
USA and japan (Amoroso, 1996; Gomez y Paloma, 
1993)- reversing the old model according to 
which the less industnalized world attracted 
investments from the industrialized one on account 
of both its abundant and cheap labour and its raw 
matenals. The resulting marginalization consists of 
the progressive exclusion of less industrialized 
econom1es from certam very profitable phases of 
economic activity. 
In the case of the Euro-Mediterranean space 
these developments have consisted of growth 
accompanied by only moderate job creation in 
the EU in the late e1ghties (UNDP, 1993) and 
unemployment without growth in most Southern 
• •••• 
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and Eastern Mediterranean Countries (SEMC), eg. (Speech by Manuel Marin, Euro-Mediterranean 
per capita GDP growth decreased from 2.8% Conference, 1995) between the EU and the 12 
-yearly average 1960-1970- to -0.8%- yearly 
average 1990-19942- in Egypt; the same 
downward trend affects most of the biggest SE MC, 
ie. Algena, Tun1s1a, Morocco and Turkey 
(Bensidun and Chevalier, 1996, p53). At the same 
time unemployment has 1ncreased sharply all 
over SEMC si nee the 1980s, eg. it reached about 
20% m the aforementioned SEMC countnes in 
1993-1995 (Bensidun and Chevalier, 1993, p20). 
At the same time, at institutional level the 
international policy agenda is pervaded by a wave 
of proliferating supra-national mstitutions 
embracing meso-regions, eg. Independent 
Community States, Un1on du Maghreb Arabe, 
NAFTA, Mercosur etc. In line with this process, 
EU pol1cy is implementing act1ons Intended to set 
up the Euro-Mediterranean Free Trade Area by 
2010. All these institutions -which are being 
constructed and run by national and international 
publ1c bodies- as far as they are forms of mutual 
protectionism among groups of countries, have 
been created with the more or less explicit 
purpose of promoting a 'virtuous' econom1c cycle 
within the weakest economic pole and a fortiori 
minimizing negative effects of triadic 
globalization. 
In this context it is essential to explore the 
recent orientat1ons underlying EU Mediterranean 
pol1cy which have been outlined in the EU 
Council Conference of Cannes (Conseil du 8 
mars, 26-27 June 1995) and epitomized m the 
Barcelona Conference and its following 
Declaration (Barcelona Conference, 27-28 
November 1995). The challenge underlined in 
these documents is to define a multilateral 
framework dedicated to creating a 'common 
space of shared prosperity', peace and security, 
which IS the prerequisite for a wider political, 
socio-economic, human and cultural dialogue 
• • • • • 
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SEMC -from Turkey to Morocco, excluding 
Libya- aiming to promote both sustainable 
growth and stability right around the 
Mediterranean basin. This space of co-operation 
has been defined as the Euro-Mediterranean 
Partnership, and it is based on three main pillars: 
(i) dialogue on pol1cy and security, 
(il) economic and financial co-operation, 
(ii1) human and cultural exchange (Barcelona 
Declaration, p 9, 10,11 ). 
Despite the wide spectrum of top1cs 
approached in the Partnership the act1ons wh1ch 
will mostly affect the future socio-economic and 
pol1t1cal dynamics in the Euro-Mediterranean 
context are expected to be 
(i) the progressive liberalization of the movement in 
capital, goods and services, ie. the Euro-
Medlterranean Free Trade Area (FTA) by 2010, 
(Barcelona Declaration, pp. 9, 11, 13) 
(il) the Increasing mobility of selected labour force, 
eg. young people, officials, students, professors, 
entrepreneurs, businessmen and sportsmen, all 
around the bas1n (Ibid. Programme de Travail, pp. 
16, 19, 20). 
As a consequence, the Implementation of these 
act1ons raises new questions as to their repercussions 
for local econom1es and societies. An overv1ew of the 
main socio-economic profiles of the Euro-
Mediterranean space may help in sketching the broad 
context of the Euro-Mediterranean playing field. 
The Euro-Mediterranean gap: 
socio-economic profile 
The Euro-Mediterranean context is characterized 
by relatively broad disparities from the economic, 
social and demographic standpoints. The economic 
level is the most obvious issue which separates the 
EU from the SEMC. 
The IPTS Report 
Supra-national regions 
dominate the 
international policy 
agenda. The intention 
being to create 
'virtuous cycles· of 
growth to offset the 
negative impacts of 
globalization 
The Euro-
Mediterranean 
partnership is based on 
(j) dialogue on policy 
and security, (iil 
economic and financial 
co-operation, (iii) 
human and cultural 
exchange 
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Even on the basis of 
adJUSting GDP to 
overcome 1ts 
limitations as a means 
of comparing the 
economic s1tuat1on of 
widely differing 
countnes, considerable 
gap still ex1sts between 
the EU and the SEMC 
Although the population of the EU and SEMC 
are of the same order of magn1tude, the ratio 
between the per capita Gross Domestic Product 
(COP) of these two groups of countries is about 
20 to 1. COP has limitations as a means of 
express1ng the potential of an economic 
system, ie. 
(i) it includes only the exchanged goods and 
serv1ces which appear on the official accounts, 
and does not include the Informal economy, ie. 
exchanged goods and services outside of the 
official economy as well as those produced for 
self-consumption;] 
(ii) COP per cap1ta does not give any 
1nformat1on about the income d1stnbut1on, 
making stat1st1cs potentially misleading; 
(ii1) straightforward companson of COP per 
cap1ta of different countries g1ves a inaccurate 
impression of the1r relative living standards as 1t 
N o 1 4 May 1997 
the US equivalent, 1e. COP per cap1ta using 
purchasing power comparison. Although this 
reduces the disparity between the EU and the 
SEMC, the gap between EU and SEMC averages 
remain very h1gh, w1th rat1o of about 4 to 1.4 
S1nce one of the main pillars of the Euro-
Medlterranean Partnership is the open1ng of the 
Free Trade Area, the Euro-Mediterranean trade 
balance has been examined in order to verify in 
terms of trade the level of economic differences 
between the EU and SEMC (Figs.1 and 2). 
The trade balance - the sum of exports and 
1mports- has been normal1zed to COP in order to 
take into account the d1fferent economic weight of 
the two groups of countries. This makes 1t possible 
to sketch out a number of points: 
(I) the EU has a relatively level trade balance, ie. 
does not take into account their relative imports are qu1te well counterweighted by exports to 
purchasing power. other groups of countries, among wh1ch the SEMC 
represents 1ts main export partner; on the other 
Th1s obstacle has been overcome by adjusting hand, the SEMC trade balance 1s totally negative; 
COP per cap1ta on the basis of the cost of l1ving 1n (ii) desp1te the fact that trade in both the EU and 
each of the different countries, thus scaling it to the SEMC depends heavily on the1r top major 
Figure 1: EU Trade Balance normalized to GDP !1992l 
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Figure 2: SEMC Trade Balance normalized to COP !1992! 
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trading partner - about 40% of the1r respect1ve 
trade bulk - the trade dependence of the SEMC 
on their top tradmg partner, ie. the EU, is five t1mes 
greater than the corresponding f1gure for the EU, 
1e. trade with Japan - 1n other words, the EU IS 
five t1mes more important vts ,l vts the SEMC than 
Japan vis a vis the EU. The sectoral structure of 
Euro-Med1terranean trade deserves analysis (F 1g 
3.1l. The overall trade balance between the EU 
and SEMC is charactenzed by net energy 1mports 
vs net exports of manufactured goods; other 
mdustries such as agro-food and m1nerals are less 
significant. The ma1n export from Algena and 
Egypt toward the EU is energy, while Turkey, 
Morocco, Tunisia export mostly manufactured 
goods (F1g.3.2), and a process of specialization of 
the textile/clothing sector 1s apparent, wh1ch 
marked comparative advantages are leading to 
Figure 3.1: Euro-Medlterranean trade in 1992 
EU trade balance with 
SEMC 
SEMC exports to EU 
EU exports to SEMC 
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Manufactured goods 
have taken an ever 
more important place 
in the SEMC 
economies, often 
specializing in particular 
sectors 
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The agro-food sector 
has been los1ng 
importance in Euro-
Medlterranean trade, 
some SEMC countries 
becoming net 
importers 
Nevertheless, the EU 
remains an important 
market for selected, 
high-added value foods 
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Figure 3.2: sectoral composition of main SEMC exports to the EU !19921 
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geographical and sectoral concentration - share back to previous levels (39%). On the other 
Tun1s1a, Morocco and to a lesser extent Turkey are hand, manufactured goods have progressively 
at the forefront of these phenomena among the eroded the prev1ous share of agro-food products, 
non-Tnad countnes. now representmg half of the SEMC exports 
!Fig. 4.) IBonaZZI, 1997, p36). 
The sectoral composition of SEMC exports has 
changed over the last two decades In 1970 SEMC In fact, the agri-food sector has been losmg 
exported essentially agro-food products (41 %) 1mportance in Euro-Med1terranean trade, and this 
and energy (40%); the f1rst oil-pnce shock caused happened together with the Increase of the food 
the riSe of the energy share of exports, while the dependence of most SEMC. During the last 20 
following drop 1n the oil pnce has took the energy years only Turkey and Morocco have been able to 
Figure 4: SEMC exports to the EU 
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mamtam a pos1t1ve food trade balance, while all 
the other SEMC have become highly dependent 
on food imports. Th1s dependence has been 
quant1f1ed by normaliZing SEMC Agro-food Trade 
Balance on the related agro-food trade (agro-food 
TB),S eg. Egypt, Algeria and Syria passed from 
markedly pos111ve to strongly negat1ve values of 
th1s mdicator. 
Th1s evolution has been determmed by a 
confluence of vanous factors including 
demographic growth, d1fferent technological 
levels, competition from the mam world 
producers (mcludmg EU), lack of agnculture-
oriented nat1onal pol1c1es and little technological 
advance or transfer. 
The agro-food defiCit of the SEMC depends 
more on the rest of the world than on the EU. 
Nevertheless, the EU IS a very important market 
for the selected, h1gh added value Moroccan, 
Israeli and Tun1s1an agro-food products, espec1ally 
c1trus fru1ts. These products have been tailored by 
the SEMC to meet the demands of the EU market, 
but they have to face all the mstruments of 
protection intended to guarantee preference to 
commun1ty produce. In fact, m the case of fru1t 
and vegetables the SEMC products are 1n 
competition w1th those of Mediterranean EU 
countnes, especially followmg recent 
the corresponding EU f1gure of 6%. Additionally, 
agriculture accounts 1n SEMC for a s1gnificant 
share of GDP (about 9%) excluding the informal 
agricultural economy that in some regions 
accounts for an add1t1onal share est1mated to be of 
up to half of the overall agricultural production. 
lt 1s Important to underline that among the 
SEMC, Turkey and Egypt are the g1ants 1n terms of 
agncultural Jobs, accountmg together for about 
tw1c.e the total agncultural labour force of the EU 
w1th some 18 mill1on of agncultural workers 1n 
1991 (Bonazzi, 1997, p47). Moreover, these two 
countr1es are expected to become the two 
demographic g1ants m the Mediterranean, 
together account1ng for about 180 mill1on people 
at the honzon 2025 (European CommiSSion, 
19941. Th1s clearly must alert Euro-Mediterranean 
pol1cy agenda on the d1mens1on of the soc1al1ssue 
involved 1n SEMC agncultural actiVIties. 
The outlook 
The openmg up of the Euro-Med1terranean Free 
Trade Area IS supposed to gradually l1beral1ze trade 
between the EU and most SEMC countnes, which are 
charactenzed by a marked gap 1n terms of labour 
product1v1ty espeCially 1n the agricultural sector, where 
the ratio is about one to ten (Bonaw, 1997, p46J. 
improvement in access by some of them to the EU Th1s ra1ses 1mportant questions about the 
market- Greece, Portugal and Spam. perspective of the Euro-Med1terranean space 1n 
terms of socio-economic and demographic 
lt IS very Important to highl1ght that the agn- dynamics. The expenence of the creat1on of the 
food sector - desp1te 1ts declin1ng Importance NAFTA free trade area space IS enlightenmg. The 
relat1ve to other mdustnes 1n terms of trade- still 
plays a very Important socio-econom1c role 1n the 
SEMC, which is strongly labour-mtensive and 
accounts for a large share of jobs, most of wh1ch 
are concentrated m agncultural production. In 
fact agncultural population 1n SEMC comprises 
40% of the total SEMC labour force- 25 mill1on 
removal of agricultural tanffs under these agreements 
has boosted 1mports of cheap food from the US: th1s 
development benef1ted only Mex1co's h1gher classes 
- less than 10% of the population - but it has 
made the future uncertain for millions of small-scale 
farmers who cannot compete w1th the foreign 
producers nor afford the Imported food According to 
Jobs 1n 1991 - wh1ch 1s very much h1gher than the National Un1on of Reg1onal Autonomous 
• • • • • 
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Agriculture in the SEMC 
is highly labour-
intensive and accounts 
for a large share of 
total employment 
The shift from crops 
for home consumption 
to cash-crops for 
export has undermined 
the ability of many 
countries to meet 
internal demand 
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The social 
consequences of the 
liberalization process 
have tended to be that 
only a small share of 
the population benefits 
whilst it undermines 
the economic 
subsistence of much of 
the agricultural 
population 
Climate, low labour 
productivity and land-
ownership patterns 
militate against 
agricultural efficiency 
in SEMC countries 
Use of appropriate 
technology can clearly 
play a key role in 
bringing the SEMC up 
to par 
Peasant Organization - a Mex1can campesino 
umbrella group, - up to 80% of rural Mex1can 
producers are caught in th1s bmd (Renner, 1997). 
Through a similar process a drop 1n 
1nternat1onal cereal pnces has been brought 
about through generous subs1d1es 1n developed 
countries - comparable to the JUXtaposition of 
two production systems w1th a h1gh gap 1n labour 
productivity - and this has provoked the 
subst1tut1on of cereals by export vegetable and 
truits in dry irrigated valleys of many other Latm 
Amenca countnes. The upshot of th1s has been 
the mabd1ty of many countries to meet their 
Internal demand for basic food grains, while the 
product1on of higher added value crops has 
grown steadily. Th1s has also had enwonmental 
repercussions: these crops make meff1c1ent use of 
natural resources, 1n particular sod and water. 
Thus the distortion caused by mternational 
market constraints has had severe consequences 
for the natural resource stocks (Syers et al, 1996, 
p488). Finally in both cases the social 
consequences have been s1mdar: the benef1ts of 
liberalization depends on how many displaced 
workers fmd JObs 1n other areas and, more 
Importantly, the redlstnbut1ve mechanisms that 
are 1n place. 
Just as 1n the above mentioned Latm Amenca 
cases, SEMC econom1es may be severely affected 
by FTA implementation in all industries where 
N o 1 4 May 1997 
to be the most affected 1n terms of JOb losses 1n 
agnculture, on account of the1r lowest 
agncultural labour productivity. 
More generally, low labour productiVIty 1n 
SEMC agriculture IS due both to environmental 
and soc1o-econom1c factors, 1e. 
(I) a very small land fraction is under cultivation 
because of relatively difficult climatic and soil 
cond1t1ons compared to those in Europe and, 
furthermore, the irrigated surface is small 
compared to the crop needs - wh1ch agam 
depends upon the dryness of the climate; 
(ii) fragmentary small-holdmgs on the one hand 
and over-concentrated estates on the other, both 
make farms and firms d1stant from the1r opt1mal 
size for eff1ciency (Judged in terms of the input 
combmat1on which max1m1ses the productiVIty of 
a g1ven economic process). 
Figure 5: Increase in the labour force 
supply in SEMC 
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the current high labour productiVIty gap VIS a VIS These dynam1cs are expected to be remforced 
the EU will perSISt, (le. among trad1t1onal and by the growth of the overall labour force supply 1n 
labour 1ntens1ve agncultural production systems the SEMC, where at least 75 million people will 
(Renner, 1997)). In fact, the actions outlined by enter the Job market by 2025 (Fig. 5), when there 
the Euro-Mediterranean FTA could exacerbate will be at least 20 million legal migrant workers 
the lack of competitiveness of traditional, labour- around the Mediterranean. 
intens1ve agncultural production systems 1n the 
SEMC, and consequently render them even more 
fragile. This could aggravate the already ongo1ng 
phenomenon of rural depopulation in many 
SEMC, among which Turkey and Egypt are l1kely 
Looking at 1! from th1s point of view 
technology - 1e. the pattern in wh1ch human 
soc1et1es organ1ze product1on systems, utd1z1ng 
capital, labour, natural resources and physical 
••••• 
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techniques - can clearly play a p1votal role 1n 
bnngmg different levels of agncultural labour 
product1v1ty ex1sting between the EU and SEMC 
up to par, 1e. by the use of appropnate technology. 
Accordingly, the prospects for technology 
transfers all around the Mediterranean reg1on as a 
supporting tool in a global process of re-
structuring the Common Agncultural Policy 
(which, 1n any case, IS not permanent and 
unchangeable) would be highly demable, thus 
contributing to including it in a broader context of 
agricultural Euro-Mediterranean policy. 
On the other hand, the opening up of the 
FTA 1n the Euro-Med1terranean space may 
further enhance SEMC exports towards the EU 
Keywords 
1n certain manufactunng sectors, some of 
which have been increas1ng their 
competitiveness during the last twenty years 
thanks to the somewhat smaller productivity 
gap existing between many SEMC and EU 
Industries, eg. textiles in Tunisia Turkey and 
Morocco. 
In this light polit1cal strategies to promote 
(i) agricultural labour intens1ve activ1t1es- that can 
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Notes 
1- Nowadays, in many cases the economrc size of a Trans-National Corporation rs bigger than that of a 
Country, e.g. at the beginning of the 1990s General Motors (GM) turnover was roughly double Algerian 
GDP, r.e. one among the biggest south-east Mediterranean economies-GM turnover was 96,640 
Millions ECU in 1990 (Panorama of the EC industry 1993, Eurostat, Luxembourg); Algeria GDP was 
48,700 Million USD rn 1992 (Atlaseco, Paris, 1994). Thrs quantitative relation may legrtimate the 
question of a structuralrmbalance today existing between prrvate economy and public natronal bodies. 
2- it should be borne in mrnd that the penod 1990-94 was a recession. 
3- Thrs share accounts rn some regrons for up to 30% of GDP. 
4- Moreover, Israel, Cyprus and Malta show a figure very close to that of southern EU countrres r.e. 
Sparn, Portugal and Greece. 
5- TB = [(Exp-lmp)/(Exp+lmp)] *1 00. 
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